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AUSTRALIA

Outlook Improving For Costa Group
A much better 2021 is forecast for Costa Group, as citrus recovers and strong prices hold out for mushrooms.
Tomato demand is also expected to recover with the return to school.
-Yield and prices favourable in Morocco
-Weaker Australian dollar helping citrus exports
-Outside of citrus, 2020 likely to be a more “normal” year
By Eva Brocklehurst
Costa Group ((CGC)) is moving ahead cautiously, continuing to withhold guidance for 2020, despite robust
demand for its produce and strong pricing as a result of pandemic-induced disruptions.
While citrus may swing the outcome this year, Citi still believes Costa Group is on track for meeting forecasts
for operating earnings (EBITDA) of $146m. The Moroccan harvest is almost complete and the yield and prices
are favourable.
Costa Group has benefited from disruptions to the Spanish harvest and Citi calculates Morocco will add $8m to
2020 operating earnings. Meanwhile, China is well ahead of plan, with exceptional yields.

The company has taken advantage of the knowledge gained from the pandemic disruption in China to apply
this to other markets. However the costs to mitigate against the pandemic are considerable, Macquarie
highlights, with a major dislocation of markets and operations.
Macquarie assesses the first half is critical, as it represents 83% of 2020 forecasts. Still, the majority of core
produce categories are now experiencing positive demand and prices in the retail sector.
Wholesale demand has reduced but is showing signs of levelling out. This has mainly affected farms and
logistics in the food service sector because of the closure of food outlets. Meanwhile, given the rain on the
east coast of Australia in recent months, the company now has good water security across all sites for 2020. As
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east coast of Australia in recent months, the company now has good water security across all sites for 2020. As
a result construction of the new glasshouse in Guyra has re-started.
Mushrooms, Berries & Tomatoes
Strong prices and demand are holding up in the grocery channel for mushrooms and the new low-cost Monarto
facility will be at full output in July, so profit margins in mushrooms are likely to materially improve. Citi
assesses this new facility will be a "interesting" test of the market's true supply/demand balance.
Morgans upgrades to Add from Hold, given there are signs the headwinds are moderating and this has potential
to turn into a tailwind for 2021. Major growth expenditure has been largely deployed and the balance sheet is
robust.
Some of the impact of the drought on berries and tomatoes has been countered by rain early in 2020 but there
is still a shortfall. Tomatoes are suffering particularly from lower demand, but are expected to improve
subsequently, given the skew towards "snacking tomatoes" that have been affected by reduced office and
school attendance. Tomatoes represent 12% of produce sales.
The number of hectares under raspberries has reduced by around -33% but prices are firmer. Reduced supply of
blueberries is also expected to support stronger second half pricing.
Wilsons suspects 2020 earnings will continue to trend below the previously withdrawn guidance level but could
be better than 2019. Moreover, 2021 should benefit from a recovery in citrus and further structural growth
in international.
The broker, not one of the seven monitored daily on the FNArena database, expects a recovery in mushrooms
and berries will provide material earnings benefit in 2020 and retains a Market Weight rating and $3.35 target.
Citrus
Citrus remains the biggest uncertainty this year as the crop is smaller and more variable. However, a weaker
Australian dollar is helping prices and Japan and the US are accepting imports of citrus. Macquarie notes
exports of citrus achieved good prices to Japan in April albeit forward tonnage estimates are well below
original expectations.
Costa expects lower water costs, favourable FX and export pricing will offset the volume impact but cannot
quantify the impact at this stage. Morgans suggests the outcome of the 2020 citrus season will be the largest
driver of whether the company achieves its full-year plan and previous guidance.
Additionally, 2021 should benefit from an “on-year” for citrus crops. Recent rainfall in the Riverland region
could mitigate the smaller fruit sizes and fill out late-season varieties.
UBS makes adjustments for the hail damage to citrus but does not account for a lower water price or lower
Australian dollar, assessing that, if a lower Australian dollar were to be sustained and current pricing trends
continue, upside risk could exist.
More clarity will be provided in August when the citrus season has finished. Still, the broker considers industry
backdrop favourable, with the earnings outlook supported by stronger demand for grocery items and more
normal supply.
The company's balance sheet has also improved post the capital raising and the delaying of some growth
expenditure. Outside of citrus, the broker anticipates 2020 will be a more "normal" year. The database has
three Buy ratings, one Hold (Citi) and one Sell (Macquarie). The consensus target is $3.32, suggesting -2.5%
downside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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AUSTRALIA

High Level Of Confidence In Appen
Demand for services provided by Appen is robust, given data annotation is critical to large technology
companies amid the surge in demand for e-commerce.
-One of few stocks reiterating earnings guidance
-Ongoing review of capital management priorities
-Upside potential from new sectors
By Eva Brocklehurst
A confirmation of earnings guidance has signalled a high level of confidence from Appen ((APX)) that its
services will remain in demand, despite the disruptions caused by the pandemic.
Citi expects the business will be delivering $700m in revenue in 2020, up 30% and at $350m for the year to
date. Operating earnings (EBITDA) guidance of $125-130m implies a minor downgrade to Citi's forecasts, given
the translation benefit from a lower Australian dollar in March and April.
The main risk is that customers could reduce expenditure or terminate projects at short notice and there is a
risk the investment in sales & marketing could take longer to deliver results. Still, this is a small risk compared
with the positive impetus from exposure to large tech companies.

5

RBC Capital notes Appen is one of the few stocks that have reaffirmed guidance since the onset of the
pandemic, which demonstrates the importance of its data annotation services.
This data service is essential for internet search providers, and Appen is a global leader in this field. The
increase in search, social media and e-commerce platforms have boosted company's performance substantially.
Ahead of the company's AGM, Credit Suisse downgraded to Neutral, primarily because the share price had
rallied close to an all-time high. Hence, an upgrade would be required to support further appreciation and, the
broker suggests, in the current environment this may be more challenging to achieve.
Bell Potter believes there is still a reasonable chance the company will upgrade guidance later in the year,
potentially at the first half result in August. This could be driven by the underlying performance rather than
any change in currency assumptions.
Appen has indicated it is conducting an ongoing review of capital management priorities, including dividends.
While making no changes to key assumptions, Bell Potter, not one of the seven monitored daily on the FNArena
database, updates the valuation to allow for market movements and time creep. The broker's $30 target and
Hold rating are unchanged.
Sales & Marketing
The company has continued to invest in sales & marketing, which is important and suggests upside risk to FY21,
UBS assesses. However, this is likely to impact first half margins, Citi asserts, forecasting operating earnings
margins to decline to 16.2%.
Margin should subsequently improve to 22.1% in the second half because of strong revenue growth in
Relevance, and the increased investment in speech and image allowing for an acceleration in growth amid the
beneficial use of the company's Figure Eight platform.
The Relevance division is primarily exposed to work from a large tech organisations, and increasing customer
usage and traffic bodes well. The pandemic is expected to have some impact on the speech and image
6

usage and traffic bodes well. The pandemic is expected to have some impact on the speech and image
collection work but Citi still anticipates revenue will grow 7%.
Growth will be skewed to the second half and, if there are material contributions from new sectors such as the
federal government and automotive, then there is upside to forecasts, the broker adds.
Figure Eight could be affected by the pandemic, although there should be benefits from the annualisation of
the acquisition. The main negatives could be the start-ups postponing purchasing decisions and the potential
for churn.
RBC Capital, also not one of the seven, has an Outperform rating and $30 target, while there are three Buy
ratings on the database and one Hold (Credit Suisse). The consensus target is $31.48, suggesting 2.3% upside to
the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Soft Outlook As The Star Cautiously Opens
The Star Entertainment Group will re-open its Sydney casino and has also reached an agreement with the NSW
government for future tax rates.
-Cash burn in the fourth quarter should reduce
-Earnings may not return to pre-pandemic levels until FY23
-Share price may have overshot, given pent-up demand is likely
By Eva Brocklehurst
The Star Entertainment Group ((SGR)) will re-open its Sydney casino, starting with private gaming rooms and
up to 12 food and beverage venues in the casino area. Initially, this will entail thecasino's 500 loyalty club
members by invitation only. These premium players are higher-yielding, yet operating costs will increase to
$20m per month from June 2020.
Citi estimates this restricted period of operations will contribute to a break-even scenario for The Star Sydney
and cash burn in the fourth quarter will be reduced to $193m, which should lower the risk of a capital raising.
Ord Minnett still expects consumer behaviour following the re-opening will be subdued, and earnings will not
return to pre-pandemic levels until FY23. This is particularly the case as international VIP turnover will be zero
through to December at least.

However, the majority of casino earnings are domestic, around 78% for The Star in the first half. The broker
estimates revenue will be $1.82bn in FY20, down -27.2%. Normalised operating earnings (EBITDA) are expected
to be down -39.3% at $337.8m. Ord Minnett models revenue relative to the previous corresponding period
falling -56.5% in the second half, -54.1% in the first half of FY21 and -34.5% in the second half of FY21.
UBS brings forward expectations for the re-opening of the main gaming floors, from July 1. The opening of
private gambling rooms plus a marginal benefit from subsidy should result in an improved result.
8

An earnings recovery over the next three years will also be affected by the opening of Crown Resorts'
((CWN)) Sydney and Queen's Wharf Brisbanecasinos. Star has re-rated from the March lows but
underperformed the market by -25% in 2020 to date.
There have been strong revenue trends overseas, once casinos have re-opened, and UBS suspects there is also
pent-up demand in the Australian market, assessing the share price has overshot. The market has de-rated Star
Entertainment because of the closure of casinos following the outbreak of coronavirus, and expenditure by
players is likely to be negatively affected by the impending recession.
Citi downgrades to Neutral from Buy, assessing the pace of recovery is uncertain. Once Queen's Wharf Brisbane
is operational and earnings are normalised - around FY23 - Citi calculates Star Entertainment offers a 5.8 % free
cash flow yield on a 7x operating earnings multiple at spot pricing.
In this way the stock no longer offers a significant margin of safety, given the competitive pressures and VIP
restrictions. FNArena's database has five Buy ratings and two Hold. The consensus target is $3.26, signalling
7.3% upside to the last share price.
NSW Tax
Star Entertainment has reached an agreement with the NSW government to set the casino tax rates for the
20-year period FY22-41. UBS points out the announcement removes an overhang. In addition, there is the
further protection related to exclusivity for gaming (slot) machines.
Instead of a progressive marginal tax rate, flat tax rates will operate as a percentage of non-rebate gross
gambling revenue and will now be applied to domestic tables and electronic gaming machines.
The company will remain the sole casino with slot machines in NSW during this period, unless otherwise
compensated. The government will provide compensation up until FY41 should Crown Sydney add electronic
gaming machines.
The new tax on slot machines, at 32% in FY22 and rising to 34% over the period is slightly higher than Credit
Suisse had modelled. But the extension of the current tax regime for another year, to FY21, was better than
the broker had expected.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Acquisition Plans Afoot As Iress Takes OneVue
Iress has taken the opportunity to raise capital to more than provide for its purchase of OneVue Holdings,
targeting scale in superannuation and funds management solutions.
-Excess capital raised provides room for more acquisitions
-Acquisition highly dilutive for the short term
-Iress on track for revenue growth in 2020
By Eva Brocklehurst
The acquisition of OneVue Holdings ((OVH)) by Iress ((IRE)) continues the latter's history of acquiring small
complementary businesses. The plan is to fully integrate the OneVue investment solutions with the Iress
Acurity superannuation business.
Iress will raise $170m, well in excess of the $115m acquisition price. Credit Suisse notes scale in funds
administration and platform services will be provided, and to a lesser extent additional superannuation
administration capability.
While OneVue revenue makes only a small contribution to Iress, the market is large and the earnings being
generated from competitors suggests there is a medium-term opportunity that is significant.

Still, Credit Suisse questions an equity raising of such size to acquire a business that is only roughly breaking
even, as it indicates an initial dilution of around 10% pre-synergies. OneVue is loss-making under the Iress
accounting approach but Morgans suspects the extra amount provides room for more acquisitions.
The company has defended its capital raising as "conservative" expecting it to strengthen the balance sheet
and support the investment of $7m to integrate the business during the first two years.
Iress pointed out it did contemplate using debt finance for the purchase but decided, in view of the current
market volatility, it would be more prudent to raise capital now. The revenue opportunity was the main
attraction rather than cost reductions from synergies.
Brokers are somewhat dubious about the benefits in the short term but accept that longer term the
combination of scale in technology will provide exposure to large revenue streams.
10

Longer term, if merger synergies can be achieved, then Iress should have a strong low-cost administration
platform that others will struggle to match, Morgans assesses. Still, revenue and earnings of OneVue are not
included in the broker's forecasts and the combined businesses would need to win several substantial new
clients in order to be accretive before 2025.
Meanwhile, Iress' profit is tracking a little behind forecasts although revenue is ahead, which Credit Suisse
"gladly" accepts in the current market environment as, given this is a year when many companies will be
presenting drab results in August, revenue growth is welcome.
The Asia-Pacific business is sound, the broker adds, with an emerging superannuation administration
opportunity, while the UK remains well-positioned for consolidation. Ord Minnett eases back to an Accumulate
rating from Buy, agreeing that in the short term this acquisition will be dilutive but provide longer term
potential.
The proposed acquisition is via a scheme of arrangement with an all-in cash offer of $0.40 a share, at a 67%
premium to the last closing share price. In FY19 OneVue reported an adjusted operating loss of -$500,000.
The capital raising comprises a fully underwritten share placement for $150m at $10.42 a share and a share
purchase plan up to $20m. The purchase remains subject to regulatory approvals but competition is plentiful
and Morgans remains unaware of grounds whereby regulators would reject the deal.
In the event Iress does not win control of OneVue it will be over capitalised temporarily but, the broker
suggests, should either be able to buy other complementary businesses or, failing that, buy back shares.
Morgans also highlights that acquisitions by Iress in the past have not appeared logical at first but the majority
have delivered "decent" returns on the investment in the long run.
FNArena's database has two Buy ratings, one Hold (Credit Suisse) and one Sell (Macquarie). The consensus
target is $12.15, suggesting 4.4% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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May In Review: Risk On As Optimism Soars
Buoyant sentiment; tech leads the way; earnings and raisings; new highs in commodities; mixed data.
-Market optimism soars on early re-opening of economies and government stimulus
-ASX200 ended May 4.2% higher; one of the best performing developed market indices
-IT sector led the way while healthcare lagged; small cap stocks outperformed
-Meanwhile in the background, economic indicators were mixed
By Angelique Thakur
Buoyant investor sentiment
One of the grand themes dominating May was an earlier than expected re-opening of the Australian economy
(with restrictions easing in other parts of the world as well) with signs the damage to economies and corporate
profits was not as severe as feared.
The other factor feeding general optimism was a continuation of the unprecedented stimulus measures by
governments across the globe.
Combined, these factors built a solid foundation under investor confidence.
May ended with the ASX200 at 5755.7, 4.2% higher than the previous month. It even broke through Morgan
Stanley’s year-end target of 5,800 on May 28th, when the index ended the day at 5,851 – its highest level since
peak crisis.
If seen in US dollar terms, the ASX200 was one of the best performing developed market indices, second only
to Japan’s Nikkei 225 (which rose 7.5% month-on-month).
Overall, the index has gained 28.3% since March 23rd although it still remains well below February’s record
high of 7162.5.
Globally, Argentina was the strongest performing market, rising 19.8% month-on-month while the S&P500
soared 4.8% over the month. The MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index), which tracks equity market
performance throughout the world, was up 4.1%.
Developed markets outshone emerging markets by 4% and globally, IT generated the strongest gains at 7.5%,
followed by materials at 6.3%, while energy languished at the bottom rising only 0.5%.
Information Technology: leading the way
IT equally outperformed domestically, up 14.5%, followed by communications, materials, resources and
consumer discretionary. Most of the sectors ended the month in the green except for healthcare (-5.3%) and
consumer staples (-0.4%).
The strategy team at Morgan Stanley notes sectors that contributed the most to the ASX200’s total
performance were materials and financials, adding 1.59 % and 1.27% to the index while healthcare undermined
its performance by -0.69%. In terms of individual stocks, BHP Group ((BHP)) was the biggest contributor while
CSL ((CSL)) finished at the bottom.
Best performing stocks in the ASX100 were Afterpay ((APT)), Charter Hall Group ((CHC)) and Qube Holdings
((QUB)) while the losers include Incitec Pivot ((IPL)), Alumina ((AWC)) and Unibail-Rodamco Westfield ((URW)).
Small caps have outperformed large caps by 20% since the onset of the crisis, highlights the Morgan Stanley
team. This trend continued in May with small caps surging ahead of their larger peers by 6.74%. Here, IVE
Group ((IGL)), Southern Cross Media ((SXL)) and Eclipx Group ((ECX)) did well, while Select Harvests ((SHV)),
Freedom Food Group ((FNP)) and New Hope Corp ((NHC)) lagged.
Some other stocks that stood out were Saracen Mineral Holdings ((SAR)), Appen ((APX)), Regis Resources
12

((RRL)), Breville Group ((BRG)) and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare ((FPH)).
JP Morgan analysts note the Australian rebound has been led by cyclicals but believe this is unlikely to
continue unless there is an acceleration in the economic re-opening with activity really picking up.
Going forward, they have adopted a conservative stance, adding more of telecommunication, staples,
healthcare and utilities while shifting away from financials, industrials and REITs.
Earnings and Capital raisings
Earnings will need to grow by 32% to reach the high P/E levels seen in February, calculate JP Morgan analysts,
although on a slightly positive note, May saw less reduction in earnings estimates with the average forecast for
the ASX200 falling by only -2.8%.
Morgan Stanley analysts, who earlier predicted a fall in earnings up to -20%, expect more news on this as we
get closer to June 30 with companies updating market expectations before results.
A decrease in dividends was a prominent theme throughout May with many companies cancelling, deferring or
slashing their interim distribution, including Westfield, Orica ((ORI)) and Westpac ((WBC)). Macquarie Group
((MQG)) reduced its final dividend by half.
Overall, the ASX200 has seen dividends cut by -27.3% year-to-date, mostly concentrated in energy, financials
and industrials.
This may look huge against Nasdaq’s cut of -1% year-to-date but JP Morgan analysts point out the local index
has the world’s highest dividend payout ratio and consequently the fall, while disappointing, is not unexpected.
The capital raising spree continued in May, albeit at a slower pace, as companies across sectors looked to shore
up liquidity. The list includes Atlas Arteria ((ALX)), Blackmores ((BKL)), Incitec Pivot, Mesoblast ((MSB)),
National Storage REIT ((NSR)), and United Malt ((UMG)).
Most raisings aimed to strengthen balance sheets, maintain ample liquidity and, in some cases, prepare for
potential acquisition opportunities.
Commodities: Reaching new highs
Every major commodity rose in May, except for thermal coal which fell -0.7%.
Iron ore breached the US$100/t level with a 21% rise on the back of robust demand coupled with supply
bottlenecks in Brazil. This is expected to cease with analysts expecting a fall in price to US$78/t by the end of
the third quarter.
Copper is expected to be at US$4600/t while gold will likely reach US$1765/oz by the end of the second
quarter.
Crude oil continued to soar with WTI surging 62% on account of an increasingly optimistic growth outlook
combined with a lower US dollar. JP Morgan analysts expect Brent to end the second quarter at US$58.25/bbl.
Mixed economic indicators
The JPM Global Manufacturing PMI rose 6.7 points in May with consumer goods manufacturing reporting the
largest increase at 41.4. In fact, Japan was the only index that fell in the month while China reported a higher
than expected increase.
Going forward, JP Morgan analysts expect Australia’s GDP to drop -33.5% in the second quarter while
unemployment is projected to rise to 11%. How the situation unfolds will depend a lot on consumption, warn
the analysts, but here too they forecast household income to contract -23% in the June quarter.
Other economic parameters are a tad more positive, for example the ANZ Roy Morgan consumer confidence
survey, which showed consumer confidence recovering for the eighth consecutive week. This puts the May
figure at 92.7, up 3.6%, after falling to its lowest point during the last week of March at 65.3.
Business sentiment remains tepid with NAB business conditions declining to -34.1 in April from -22 in March,
while business confidence is still very weak. JPMorgan analysts note bleak trading conditions with a decline in
forward orders and falling capacity utilization.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Material Matters: Met Coal, Iron Ore And
Nickel
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities. Met coal, iron ore and nickel.
-

Supply glut in metallurgical coal to continue in the near future
Copper shows resilience backed by strong fundamentals
Hit to nickel supply along with a collapse in end-use demand
Iron ore prices expected to reduce during the second half

By Angelique Thakur
Metallurgical-Coal: Current glut caused by weak demand
Seaborne metallurgical (coking) coal has a diversified demand base with 77% of demand from countries other
than China, for example India, Japan, South Korea, Europe and Brazil.
Massive steel output cuts in these regions point to a -25-30% year on year output fall, impacting the demand
for coking coal.
Since it is costly to idle coke ovens, most steel mills keep their ovens operating. This implies the decline in
coking coal demand will not be as steep as that witnessed for steel, suggest Morgan Stanley analysts.
This was also seen during the global financial crisis when steel output for key regions (excluding China) fell by
-38% year on year over February-April 2009 while met coal imports fell by just -13%.
Based on this logic, the analysts predict ex-China crude steel output to contract by -13% in 2020 and rebound
by 8% and 5% in 2021 and 2022 – forecasting a V-shaped recovery.
Over the same time, seaborne met-coal demand is forecasted to decline by -11% in 2020 and increase broadly
in line with crude steel production thereafter.
Morgan Stanley experts note hard coking coal prices are down more than -30% since mid-March. China, as
influential as it is in driving iron ore prices, does not have the same effect on met coal prices as it imports 82%
of its iron ore requirements while just 9% of its metallurgical coal needs.
Having said that, the country is still an important spot market buyer in the seaborne market, buying unwanted
cargoes. However, the current glut in its thermal coal market may lead to tightening of import restrictions with
met coal as collateral damage.
With many players still making money at the current price levels, the supply contraction of -7% expected by
the experts for 2020 will mostly be led by disruptions in Mongolia and mine closures in the US and Australia.
Once these are resolved, the experts expect met-coal supply to grow.
The analysts forecast prices to dip to US$105/t in the third quarter, gradually recovering to US$145/t by the
second quarter of 2022. Overall, the revised price outlook implies prices lower than consensus for both 2020
and 2021.
Morgan Stanley analysts are Overweight on both South32 ((S32)) and Whitehaven Coal ((WHC)). They expect
12% of South32’s FY20 revenue to come from met coal.
Overall, the experts predict a -1% decline in Australia's exports this year which translates to 2mt.
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Copper: A dip is just a blip
Strong buyer activity in China helped prop up copper’s price throughout the second quarter even as end-use
markets contracted globally.
However, softening signals from China and an increase in supply raises the question of whether demand is
strong enough to prevent a price fall. Morgan Stanley analysts answer in the affirmative.
They point out copper scrap inventories have not seen an excessive build-up with supply shortfall matching the
demand decrease. This along with a relaxation of the lockdown measures and positive stimulus should ensure
resilient copper prices.
However, the China-dependent immediate scenario presents some downside risk due to a slowdown in buying
by the country along with supply running ahead of overall recovery in global markets.
The analysts report restarting of major mines but warn there will be no strong growth in the second half with
low prices impacting capacity utilisation. The analysts peg the loss from this at -540kt year till date.
Backed by strong fundamentals, any dip in the price presents a buying opportunity, insist the analysts, who
forecast a strengthening of the price during the second half.
They consider copper their preferred metal and expect it to play an important role in the post-covid-19 story.
Nickel: Supply dries up
Together, Indonesia, the Philippines and New Caledonia dominate global nickel ore exports. They accounted
for 97% of nickel ore exports and about 55% of the global nickel supply in 2019.
With Indonesia’s nickel ore exports banned and closure of the Tawi Tawi mining operations in the Philippines
due to the pandemic, global nickel supply is expected to decrease sharply, estimated by Macquarie analysts at
around -150kt this year.
Indonesia’s nickel ore export ban will hit nickel pig iron (NPI) production in China to the tune of -164kt year on
year in 2020, on the analysts’ estimate, while leading Indonesia to increase its NPI production by 188kt over
the year.
Only New Caledonia expects its ore supply to increase due to new ore export licenses issued by the
government. The increase is pegged at 225kt for the year but the analysts fear this might be impacted by
covid-19 led disruptions in production.
However, the issue is not simply a supply squeeze as Citi analysts point out. Nickel is currently their least
preferred commodity given a weak end-market due to the pandemic.
The team points out the metal has less exposure to bullish sectors with 23% of its end-use demand coming from
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The team points out the metal has less exposure to bullish sectors with 23% of its end-use demand coming from
the bearish oil and gas, aerospace and developed markets hospitality sectors. These sectors expect a demand
decline of -10% this year itself.
As a result, Citi downgrades the price outlook to Underperform with an expected stock overhang further
slowing down recovery.
On a positive note, Citi analysts admit an improvement in macroeconomic sentiment may potentially drive
prices higher and are bullish for base metals (including nickel) in the medium-term.
Iron Ore: A year of two-halves
Macquarie analysts expect steel mills to be in for a tough year even as global steel demand shows signs of
revival. Steel margins remain hammered with increasing inventories and sticky raw material prices – especially
those of iron ore which have risen by 12% since the beginning of May.
A combination of these factors has put pressure on industry profitability. This has prompted mills to look for
the lower grade 58% Fe ore over the higher grade 65% Fe ore.
Increasing demand for lower grade ore has led to a narrowing of discounts (price difference between higher
grade 65% Fe ore and the lower grade ores) with Macquarie noting the spread narrowing to circa 10% in the first
half of FY20 from 25% in the third quarter of 2017.
The analysts expect this to shrink even more, making this a time of exceptional profitability for low-grade
miners like Fortescue Metals ((FMG)) and other small Australian producers.
However, rising iron ore prices are considered a temporary phenomenon by Credit Suisse analysts. Rising steel
production in China, which stood at 319mt till April or 4mt ahead of 2019’s figures, has failed to impress these
analysts who continue to expect iron ore prices to fall.
This forecast is mostly based upon an increase in shipments from Brazil, although Credit Suisse analysts
acknowledge it is too early to call this a definite sign of improvement.
Steel production shutdowns in Japan and lingering doubts on economic recovery in Europe are also factors
expected to impact demand for the ore.
Credit Suisse expects China’s iron ore demand to fall with producers moving towards scrap-based steel
production. Scrap-based steel had taken a beating due to softer electric arc furnace (EAF) margins.
With EAF spreads widening now, producers are expected to move away from blast furnaces which are
witnessing margin erosion due to rising iron ore and coke prices.
The experts term this year as a year of two halves for iron ore with a deficit in the first half followed by a
surplus in the second.
All things considered; the iron ore price is forecasted to decline to US$77/t in the second half.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Life After Covid, Part I
There has been much speculation life will have changed inexorably once the pandemic has passed, but will it?
Such predictions inform where we should invest from here. Researchers and analysts offer their views.
-Will there be an "after covid"
-Eating, shopping, working...what will change?
-Online or out of business
-A return to old norms
By Greg Peel
Before we can truly consider what life might look like after covid, there has to be an “after covid”. In order to
avoid an economic impact of greater devastation than the virus itself, economies have been gradually
reopening, deciding the balance of risk is worth it. But much hinges on an actual vaccine being developed.
The stock markets of Australia and the US have regained more than half their initial losses based on three key
factors – massive fiscal, and unlimited monetary support, staggered lifting of lockdown restrictions earlier than
first assumed, and the assumption that there will indeed be a vaccine by early next year, if not late this year.
Points to note:
US biotech giant Merck developed a vaccine for Ebola in 2014. It was approved by the US FDA six months ago;
While there is a vaccine for the flu, of which covid is a variation, the flu has never gone away, but rather has
continually mutated, and there remains no cure for the common cold;
Covid-19 is also a variation on SARS, and to date a vaccine for SARS has never been found. Rather, SARS
mysteriously disappeared on its own.
So, a vaccine might be found for covid-19, or the virus may be with us forever, or it might go away by itself.
State governments in Australia and the US, and elsewhere, are taking it for granted that reopening the
economy opens the door to a second wave. But unlike the situation when the gravity of this virus first became
apparent, governments are now confident they have the testing capability, tracking capability, PPE and bed
supply to quickly nip new outbreaks in the bud.
This is not 1918.
We might safely assume that were covid-19 not to be vanquished, then yes, our lives will be very different
from now on – much more akin to the two months we’ve just been through than those hazy, crazy days before
March. However, when it comes to speculating the near to medium term future, analysis from the investment
community assumes there will literally be an “after covid”.
The entire global team of analysts at US-based Jeffries Equity Research has pondered the question of life after
covid, and this is what they came up with:
“Three key themes emerge from our speculation. First, we will do more for ourselves: self-quarantine
entails more self-reliance. Second, we care more about ourselves, our environment and our fellow citizens.
The only thing we don’t care more about is money. Third, we slow down. We consume less, focusing on
pursuits and experiences and loved ones. We work hard but our careers don’t define us anymore.”
Really? I’d say for about five minutes. Although that would be to play Grinch to Pollyanna.
Yes, more self-reliance is an obvious starting point. Many of us have learned to cook and bake for the first
time, discovered hobbies we never knew we’d enjoy, learned how to entertain ourselves beyond Netflix
binging, become confident in accessing online shopping and communication platforms, and finally mastered
Year 6 maths.
Yes, we may now have a much greater appreciation of the expression “work-life balance”. As for the
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environment, Australians, at least, were already on to that one. As for fellow citizens, yes indeed in the case
of health workers, but as for that lady with the trolley overflowing with toilet paper…
Sydney beaches had to be closed twice, because beach-goers ignored social distancing requests. This is one
example of how care for our fellow citizens might be a stretch, particularly given a “better to die on your feet
than to live on your knees” attitude from the masses.
While we may have come to appreciate from a wider perspective that money isn’t everything, and that money
can’t necessarily buy happiness, or health, I’d wager that in the short term many of us are going to be a lot
more worried about money once deferred mortgages, rents and bills will have to be caught up. Assuming you
still have a job. This is the more likely reason we will consume less.
“Our careers don’t define us anymore” ties back into the work-life balance concept, while as for experiences,
well maybe, as long as it doesn’t involve a cruise.
Jeffries’ key themes, however rose-tinted, nevertheless translate into a selection of winner and loser stock
market sector and sub-sector recommendations, which rather brings us back down from the utopian heavens to
investment realities, an irony not lost on the analysts.
Winners: grocery, video games, sportswear, semiconductors, payments, internet, software (SaaS), biotech &
pharma, telcos and IT hardware.
Losers: airlines, luxury goods, fast fashion, beauty, travel and leisure, fitness, real estate, food service
distributors and restaurants.
Much of the above relies on the virus having changed our world, not just disrupted it. For example, grocery as
a winner implies many will have a newfound love for home cooking, which balances out against losers food
delivery and restaurants, but for every new Margaret Fulton surely there will be those just dying to get out and
have someone else prepare a meal, eaten anywhere other than at home?
Winners sportswear and IT hardware play to the work-from-home theme, but we already know casual-wear and
home office equipment sales leapt during during the lockdown, so can these be sustained? Working from home
has its pros, but also plenty of cons.
Beauty as a loser? As a former prime minister once said, never stand between a woman and a bucket of
cosmetics.
Anything to do with online and cloud is a fair call as winners, and airlines and real estate as losers, but of
course at this stage of the game, it all comes down to where the market is already pricing them.
We could break this down further, but many a researcher already has, and not all are as misty-eyed as Jeffries.

Retail
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Morgan Stanley does not subscribe to the view the easing of lockdown measures represents the beginning of
the end of virus impact on the retail industry. Social distancing of various degree and severity will continue,
the analysts suggest, until a vaccine is found, which they hope is by mid-2021.
Changes to consumer lifestyles, and thus spending patterns, are likely to last much longer, Morgan Stanley
believes. Retailers are likely to emerge with weaker balance sheets and ill-configured store portfolios. But at
least for now, they are likely to face less competition.
Whether or not a retail stock is cheap or expensive will be determined primarily by the strength of the balance
sheet, and then by to what extent ongoing social distancing measures will impact, how deep the recession is
going to be, and how much consumer behaviour actually changes in the longer term, Morgan Stanley suggests.
A strong balance sheet is the determinant of how long a business can last through this cycle, but consumer
behaviour is a structural issue.
Eating
Of all the life-after-covid considerations, eating is among those most often discussed.
Cooking at home has for some time been a rising trend anyway, and a generational shift has seen kids
interested in food. Home vegetable gardens have been springing up as a result, and even backyard chooks,
both of which a few decades ago would have been scorned as indicative of poverty.
Take-away/delivery has been with us for just about ever, particularly your pizza and Asian offerings, although
Uber-Eats-style services have also come and gone over the years as well. Maccas and friends have been offering
drive-thru for ages.
The lockdowns meant we had to cook and eat at home, or at the least eat delivered food at home, and to that
end those restaurants never before offering take-away suddenly swung into action, some opting for drive-by
pick-up. High-end restaurants even managed to overcome the issue of getting food to you still hot and moist by
offering pre-prepared meals for which you did the last bit.
Those restaurants, and particularly fast food chains, stepped up their delivery services, and all learned very
quickly if you’re not online you’re nowhere.
What will be sustainable at least, analysts agree, is online supermarket shopping. Many have now tried this out
for the first time, successfully, and let’s face it, who actually enjoys the weekly trip to the supermarket? To
that end UBS is forecasting online grocery shopping will account for 30% of total sales growth, which will
provide Woolworths ((WOW)) and Coles ((COL)) the potential for market share gain over Aldi and Metcash
((MTS)), given the latter two don’t offer an online service.
As for online take-away/delivery, UBS has upgraded growth expectations to 27%. Presumably some restaurants
now offering this service for the first time successfully will stick with it alongside dine-in when restrictions
ease, and others will be glad to see the back of it. Those already ahead of the online service pack are
Domino’s Pizza ((DMP)) and Collins Foods ((CKF)), which owns the local KFC business.
UBS does see an increase in home cooking and online meal sales, and figures every 0.1 times families decide to
cook at home adds 1% to grocery sales. Restaurants will likely be forced into consolidation, but then
restaurants were always a high-risk business.
In the “eating” sector, UBS sees the winners as Woolworths, Coles, a2 Milk ((A2M)), Domino’s and Collins
Foods, and the losers as Coca-Cola Amatil ((CCL)) and Metcash.
Beyond Food
The online retail story extends far beyond food. There will always be bricks & mortar supermarkets, and
dine-in restaurants, but the twenty-first century has already been a story of the growth of online shopping
versus in-store shopping. Amazon, founded in 1994, is now America’s third biggest company (Apple, Microsoft,
although the order is often subject to change). Iconic department store chain JC Penney was founded in 1902
and last month filed for bankruptcy.
In order to avoid liquidation JC Penney plans to increase its online offering.
The retail winners ahead of the virus crisis were new online-only businesses and those legacy retailers who
swiftly developed an online service to complement in-store business. The losers were those failing to see the
train coming down the track. Lockdowns have served to highlight the glaring difference between the two.
UBS expects Australian online retail (ex-food) to rise to 17% penetration by FY24, implying a 70% acceleration
from pre-virus. This would bring penetration closer to global peers (19%). Online sales are forecast to grow at a
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from pre-virus. This would bring penetration closer to global peers (19%). Online sales are forecast to grow at a
compound annual rate of 14%, and in-store sales not to grow at all.
The analysts estimate every 1% per annum increase in online penetration drives a -2% per annum reduction in
specialty stores.
The news is nevertheless not all bad for any retailer still relying on physical stores as well as online.
During the lockdowns, retail landlords have had no choice but to offer rent deferrals to longstanding, reliable
tenants given there is no one ready to fill the void. Perhaps ever. “Deferrals” imply those rents must be caught
up at a later date. However, some tenants have negotiated lower rents to get them through the crisis. Is there
any going back?
The shift to online sales means lease terms will shorten, UBS believes, thus retailer bargaining power is
increasing versus landlords – again, a trend that was already underway but now rushed ahead by the
lockdowns. This suggests lower rents or an increase in turnover-based, rather than fixed-rate or
inflation-adjusted rents.
This in itself would incrementally increase retailer earnings, but more impactful still would be reducing
physical store numbers as online penetration increases.
Which retailers are best positioned? UBS cites JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)), Premier Investments ((PMV)), Adairs ((ADH))
and Kogan ((KGN)), and as flow-on beneficiary of the need for distribution centres for online sales, logistics
REIT Goodman Group ((GMG)).
Worst positioned are Myer ((MYR)) and Wesfarmers ((WES)). We note Wesfarmers has now begun closing Target
stores or rebranding them as Kmarts.
Across the wider consumer sectors, UBS notes stocks that screen positively, according to analyst modelling, in
a post-covid world are Treasury Wine Estates ((TWE)), Adairs, Costa Group ((CGC)), Domino’s, a2 Milk and
Super Retail Group ((SUL)). Screening negatively are Coca-Cola Amatil and Flight Centre ((FLT)).
The Bigger Picture
It is easy for the average Australian to postulate as to how the virus experience will alter their world for good
in the close-to-home areas of food, work, exercise, entertainment and travel. But it’s a bigger world out there.
The “work” element is not just about home or office, but about actually having a job, and that leads to the
wider question of what will industry look like.
Global investment manager PGIM believes that even after the lockdowns are over, the crisis is likely to drive
major structural and cyclical changes around the world. Economically, the global recession could reach a
magnitude not seen since World War II.
Alongside the resulting fiscal and monetary responses, this will impact employment, inflation, savings,
investments and macro-prudential stability for many quarters ahead, the analysts suggest.
Socially, with minorities and lower income households disproportionately affected, the coronavirus crisis will
fuel the growing tensions from widening income and wealth inequality. Politically, the Great Lockdown will
escalate the ongoing tussle between globalisation and sovereignty as the need for a multilateral response to a
pathogen that doesn’t respect national borders is countered by the need to close borders to protect our own.
PGIM has posited four themes with regard how the world will change.
Global supply chains will become more resilient, diversified and multi-regional, with a “reshoring” push that
will see those supply chains returning to their home markets, either because it makes economic sense or
governments intervene.
The twenty-first century model of “just in time” inventories, aimed at keeping costs to the minimum, has been
shown up as barrier rather than a benefit after factories shut down and borders were closed. There will now be
a shift to “just in case” inventory management, especially of upstream components, on a balance of cost
against supply uncertainty.
There will be an acceleration of the trend towards “weightless” companies, built on capital-light/tech-heavy
models centred on investment in software, R&D, data and intellectual property.
Finally, a rethinking of the “live, work, play” urban community model, the co-working office spaces powering
the gig economy, and the logistics and warehouse spaces required to support the next wave of e-commerce
and online retail.
Canada’s CIBC agrees with the supply chain and inventory argument, and the question of whether the economy
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Canada’s CIBC agrees with the supply chain and inventory argument, and the question of whether the economy
can change, or whether politics will intervene. One thing for sure is that governments will not be caught out
again with insufficient pandemic-fighting supplies, such as PPE, testing equipment and medications, CIBC
suggests, to which we can likely add ventilators and ICU beds.
But disruptions to global supply chains are not new, having previously resulted from strikes and natural or
man-made disasters, although a combination with “just in time” inventory management can lead to cascading
shutdowns. Nor has the trend to leaner inventories been ongoing. CIBC notes that trend has been quietly
reversing since 2005, possibly reflecting the lower carrying cost of inventories in a low interest rate world. The
virus will likely accelerate this shift.
This then raises the issue of whether it can be more cost effective to carry larger stockpiles of components
from offshore supply chains than to set up local suppliers. In pondering this question, CIBC notes German
automakers were shut down when Italy went into lockdown, because Italy supplies a lot of the parts. And
before the virus, General Motors Canada had to shut down when US employees went on strike.
But while a shift in supply chains and inventory management practices may be a post-virus development most
can agree on, CIBC has taken a more circumspect approach to a lot of the other changes in our lives that many
are now assuming.
The analysts note World War I – the “war to end all wars” -- didn’t, Russia did not become a friendly
democracy after the fall of the Berlin Wall, and people returned quickly to air travel after 9/11.
Regression to the Norm
So is life really going to change that much?
What the virus has provided, CIBC notes, is a window into what economists call “revealed preferences”.
Simply put, your choices among alternatives tell a lot about what you will do when those options are open
again.
For one, when the virus is declared to be no longer a threat, we are not going to continue to stand 1.5 metres
apart. Indeed, as lockdowns ease that’s already apparent. But some changes that were already gaining
traction will likely be accelerated, given the virus pushed people into experimenting with what “early
adopters” had already been doing.
Leisure travel will one day fully return, CIBC assures, albeit gradually given loss of income and wealth from the
resultant recession, as opposed to just lingering anxiety. Cruises may be permanently dented, but the lure of
ski fields and the lifelong dream of seeing Paris, for example, will not vanish, and despite the rise of online
gambling, what happens in Vegas will return to Vegas.
9/11 and the concurrent recession of 2001 weighed on travel for one year, before it accelerated sharply.
It might surprise some to know that Zoom had been around for almost a decade, not making much of an
impact, before the virus hit. Now it seems a household name. But will Zoom and peers signal the end of
business travel? They didn’t ahead of the virus.
Video-conferencing for internal use had nevertheless been creeping up before covid, CIBC notes, and may now
increase in usage, but a lack of pre-virus take-up of international video meetings as an alternative to
face-to-face suggests a “revealed preference”, and thus international business travel not becoming a thing of
the past.
(This writer used to, when possible, tack a holiday onto the end of a business trip overseas as part of annual
leave, hence no flight cost. One way to see Paris cheaply.)
CIBC concurs with views outlined above regarding e-commerce, agreeing that while many will be happy to
return to in-store shopping, those who were introduced to online shopping due to lockdown and enjoyed the
experience will no doubt continue to so.
CIBC further notes that work-from-home trends were also evident pre-pandemic, and it is reasonable to
expect a higher number of jobs will be WFH-based post-pandemic. More generally, occasional days working
from home will be more acceptable. Many a CEO interviewed recently has agreed with this premise, while still
endorsing the benefits of brain-storming between colleagues together in the workplace.
Notwithstanding that for many, being able to get out of the house is a part of the work-life balance required
to maintain sanity, overriding aspects such as the drudgery of the daily commute and the obligation to dress
appropriately for work. But were the virus to accelerate previous suggestions of staggering work hours and
thus subsequent transport peaks, along with today’s more casualised workplace, together with occasional WFH
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days, one presumes the happiness scale could only head in one direction.
The technology to work from home has been in place for decades, but previously this wasn’t a general
preference. Rumours of the death of office blocks may be greatly exaggerated.
As for the death of globalisation, this was also a trend very much in place pre-covid. Beyond the political, such
as Trump’s “Make America Great Again” and the anti-EU groundswell in Europe, the rise of mechanisation in
factories has driven a gradual move away from a need to base manufacturing in low labour cost countries for
the sake of the bottom line.
China was no longer the go-to base for manufacturing pre-covid, given Chinese wages have been in catch-up
since early this century when the trend to “offshore” costly processes began. China itself had begun to
outsource, while developed markets sought other locations. The virus will nevertheless no doubt force a
rethink of a reliance on China or any one country as a sole supply chain on the one hand and customer on the
other.
Australia has had a wake-up call in this department.
Politics will still play its part, as the US-China trade war attests. Most at risk, CIBC suggests, would be items
deemed sensitive from a national security or health perspective. Before the virus, telecom equipment, military
equipment and health goods accounted for one fifth of all US imports from China.
To sum up, CIBC believes:
“Overall, then, by 2025, when this virus will have either run its course or been fended off by medical science,
our lives, work and trade will share much more in common with how they looked in 2019 than the way they
appear in 2020-21. Every major crisis, from the Great Depression, to World Wars, to the 2008 financial shock,
left changes in their wake, and this one will too. But history and the concept of revealed preference suggest
that these are more likely going to be in the direction of trends already underway, and perhaps not as earth
shattering as those who want to write attention grabbing headlines are predicting.”
Fund manager Janus Henderson agrees:
“Predictions during crises are notoriously bad. Humans tend to fixate on how we will be forced to change the
way we live and interact with one another. We surmise that travel will never be the same, we will not eat out
as often, and half of us will forever work from home. But more often than not, humans seek a return to a
comfort zone and strive to replace the things they enjoyed. If past crises are a guide, in 12 to 18 months,
most of us will be doing many of the same things that we were doing six months ago.”
Part II of Life After Covid will deal with interest rates, debt and everything from G-zero to zombie companies.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 29-05-20
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday May 25 to Friday May 29, 2020
Total Upgrades: 18
Total Downgrades: 11
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 49.68%; Hold 41.74%; Sell 8.58%
It is not a combination that is common practice in and around the Australian share market but last week, when
share prices were rallying higher, stockbroking analysts continued to issue more upgrades than downgrades in
ratings for individual ASX-listed stocks.
For the week ending Friday, 29 th May 2020, FNArena registered 18 upgrades and 11 downgrades. Fourteen of
the upgrades moved to a fresh Buy, including for CSL, Monadelphous, Smartgroup Corp, and TPG Telecom.
Among the downgrades, only one moved to a fresh Sell rating, with Air New Zealand the unlucky target. Beach
Energy was the only stock to receive two downgrades during the week; the result of having experienced a
strong rally in line with other oil & gas stocks.
In more positive news, changes to valuations and price targets are trending towards a more balanced basket of
updates.
Accent Group claimed the week’s top spot for positive amendments, followed by Blackmores, Arena REIT, and
City Chick Collective.
The numbers on the negative side are still larger, but no longer by a wide margin. Downer EDI’s target took the
biggest blow in the week, followed by Monadelphous, then Centuria Office REIT.
The week’s tables for positive and negative changes to earnings forecasts continue showing wild swings either
way.
Senex Energy enjoyed the largest increase, beating City Chic Collective, Atlas Arteria, Accent Group, and
Arena REIT. All enjoyed double digit percentage gains.
On the negative side, QBE Insurance stands miles apart from the rest of the pack, including Aristocrat Leisure,
Monadelphous, Air New Zealand, Downer EDI, and ALS Ltd.
Upgrade
AUSNET SERVICES ((AST)) Upgrade to Hold from Lighten by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/4/2
As Ausnet Services is trading in line with Ord Minnett's $1.75 target the rating is upgraded to Hold from Lighten.
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The business is one of the broker's preferred regulated utility companies on the basis of its strong dividend
cover. Strong growth is also anticipated in the contracted asset base.
ACCENT GROUP LIMITED ((AX1)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 2/1/0
Accent Group stores reopened in early May and the group is pursuing rent relief to cater to in-store sales
deficits.
While store rollout has been a major growth driver, Morgans expects this to become difficult with an increase
in online penetration. The broker believes this to be an enduring trend.
The factors in the group's favour are a dominant market position and covid-19 stimulus packages which could
lead to a quicker pick up in sales.
Morgans upgrades its rating to Add from Hold and its target almost doubled to $1.45 from $0.74.
BENDIGO AND ADELAIDE BANK LIMITED ((BEN)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Credit Suisse
.B/H/S: 1/4/1
The bank has announced extra provisioning of $148.3m to allow for the future impact from the pandemic.
Credit Suisse suspects the market will be surprised by the size of the provisioning, which is larger than regional
peers.
However, the broker envisages less downside risk now, downgrading estimates by -16-28% across the forecast
horizon. Target is reduced to $7 from $9 and the rating is upgraded to Neutral from Underperform.
BLACKMORES LIMITED ((BKL)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/5/1
Blackmores has undertaken a capital raising, which Macquarie considers is logical given the uncertainty around
trading patterns heading into the first half.
The broker takes a more positive view now concerns regarding the balance sheet are removed. The company is
pushing ahead with growth plans in Southeast Asia and India, supported by a $40m investment in working
capital and operating costs.
Macquarie upgrades to Neutral from Underperform. Target is raised to $73 from $64.
BRICKWORKS LIMITED ((BKW)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 2/1/0
Market conditions are improving and Macquarie assesses the stock is trading at a -27% discount to the inferred
value of the assets, underperforming peers in the recent recovery.
The broker suspects the market is yet to fully price in the strength of the property assets and upgrades to
Outperform from Neutral. Target is raised to $16.30 from $15.25.
CENTURIA OFFICE REIT ((COF)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 3/0/0
While the company has withdrawn guidance for free funds from operations, distribution guidance is maintained
for 17.8c, with 13.4c already paid.
In the short term, Credit Suisse considers a defensive equity raising unlikely, with a reduction to dividends a
more likely scenario.
While mindful of the risk, the broker considers these are priced into the stock and upgrades to Outperform
from Neutral. Target is reduced to $2.16 from $2.91.
CSL LIMITED ((CSL)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 3/4/0
With the shares having underperformed the broader market by no less than -19% over the month past, including
a noticeable drubbing in yesterday's session, Citi analysts have upgraded CSL to Buy from Neutral.
The analysts note the global race for a covid-19 vaccine is running in full force now. CSL may or may not get
involved with a successful end product, but financial implications should be benign, in case a competitor wins
the prize, concludes Citi.
Today's update also includes the following sentence: "The risk to earnings in the medium-term remains to the
upside as the company should continue to take market share due to its superior plasma collection position".
Forecasts are unchanged. Price target remains intact at $334.
FINEOS CORPORATION HOLDINGS PLC ((FCL)) Upgrade to Buy from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/0/0
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Ord Minnett updates forecasts to account for the modestly better third quarter result and takes a slightly more
conservative view on professional services.
The company has underperformed both domestic and global peers since late April, despite offering an
attractive growth outlook. Looking forward, the broker upgrades to Buy from Hold. Target edges up to $3.60
from $3.59.
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED ((IAG)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse
.B/H/S: 3/4/0
The share price has significantly underperformed over the past two months, Credit Suisse observes.
To date, there is no indication of a significant fall in commercial lines although the broker acknowledges there
are more developments likely to ensue in coming months.
Having allowed for a higher perils allowance and lower bond yields, Credit Suisse continues to expect premium
rates will exceed claims inflation.
Rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral as the entry price is now considered attractive. Target is raised
to $6.40 from $5.70.
MONADELPHOUS GROUP LIMITED ((MND)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 2/2/0
The company's balance sheet is the strongest in Citi's coverage, courtesy of having negligible debt. The broker
likes the combination of relative resilience in mining, coupled with optimism regarding the pace of recovery in
energy from 2021.
The broker expects mining will be underpinned by the iron ore mine replacement cycle into FY22. Rating is
upgraded to Buy/High Risk from Neutral and the target reduced to $14.35 from $15.90.
MOTORCYCLE HOLDINGS LIMITED ((MTO)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 1/0/0
The trading update revealed May has returned to more normal trading while April was materially affected by
the lockdowns. Rental relief tied to turnover is expected to be minimal in May, from which Morgans assesses
"decent" sales are likely.
The broker believes Motorcycle Holdings has done a commendable job in reducing costs and managing cash
flow. The material cost reductions provide leverage to a recovery in demand.
Rating is upgraded to Add from Hold and the target raised to $1.86 from $1.24.
METCASH LIMITED ((MTS)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 2/4/0
UBS notes Metcash has underperformed the ASX 200 since its capital raising in April, despite ongoing strength
in the grocery sector.
The strong market backdrop and the outperformance of independent grocers as well as an improving outlook
for hardware has caused the broker to upgrade to Buy from Neutral.
Forecasts remain unchanged but the near-term upside risk is building, UBS suspects, because of the favourable
trends. Target is $2.85.
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED ((NCM)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by UBS .B/H/S: 2/5/0
UBS reviews the economics of Red Chris and Haveiron and, based on this work, upgrades to Neutral from Sell.
Target is raised to $33 from $26.
The inclusion of these projects challenges market perceptions that production is peaking in 2020-21, the broker
points out.
The broker estimates that Newcrest's interest in Red Chris could be worth around US$2bn or $3.50 while
Haveiron could turn Telfer into a tier-2 asset.
NAVIGATOR GLOBAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED ((NGI)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie
.B/H/S: 1/1/0
Funds under management in April were flat as the market impact offset the outflows.
Macquarie finds the valuation attractive, and while the company has previously highlighted an increase in
redemptions, the vast majority are from a single platform client cutting hedge fund exposure.
To reflect the uncertainty over outflows, Macquarie includes around -US$3.1bn of net outflows across the
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second half and FY21.
The broker upgrades to Outperform from Neutral, supported by a valuation which already discounts the
redemption risk. Target is reduced to $1.65 from $1.72.
NATIONAL TYRE & WHEEL LIMITED ((NTD)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 1/0/0
Trade was better than expected for National Tyre and Wheel, notes Morgans, leading the group to increase its
FY20 operating earnings guidance above the broker’s estimate by circa 15%.
This and a strong balance sheet prompted the company to restore dividends. Morgans expects a distribution
yield of circa 7%.
Future strategy main themes are expected to be on volume, scale and diversification, feels the broker.
Rating upgraded to Add from Hold with target increased to $0.45 from $0.26.
SMARTGROUP CORPORATION LTD ((SIQ)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/2/0
Morgans suspects the operating environment is improving faster than previously expected. The broker also
observes Smartgroup's balance sheet is solid and any earnings recovery is likely to be undiluted.
That said, earnings are not expected to recover to historical levels in FY21, primarily because of a material
loss in revenue from add-on insurance sales.
However, the broker envisages value on base case expectations and upgrades to Add from Hold. Target is
raised to $6.95 from $6.58.
TPG TELECOM LIMITED ((TPM)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 2/3/0
Vodafone Australia is set to acquire a 50.1% stake in TPG Telecom on July 13, 2020, the largest telecom merger
so far in Australia. Morgans believes the merger is all about combining cashflows to fund mobile capital
expenditure and saving on costs.
The broker estimates all-in capital expenditure to be circa $1bn, about $0.7bn of which will come from TPG’s
free cash flow. Limited guidance for now.
Morgans upgrades its rating to Add from Hold with target price increased to $9.14 from $8.37.
VOCUS GROUP LIMITED ((VOC)) Upgrade to Buy from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/4/0
Vocus is part way through a growth strategy over three years that is expected to generate higher returns in the
network segment. Ord Minnett envisages upside in the risk/reward balance during FY21.
The company has assets in desirable areas of market growth that are on track to generate higher free cash
flow and returns on capital, in the broker's view.
Meanwhile, the company is seeking to refinance debt facilities and Ord Minnett expects this will be supported.
Organic growth is expected to support free cash flow growth in debt repayments during FY21 and FY22. Rating
is upgraded to Buy from Hold. Target is reduced to $3.47 from $4.00.
Downgrade
AGL ENERGY LIMITED ((AGL)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 0/4/3
Morgans observes the share price has slowly gained during May. Electricity futures prices have shown some
early signs of improvement although they are still much cheaper than six months ago.
The broker expects underlying weakness in FY21 earnings with a one-off offset from the pending insurance
claim covering the Loy Yang outage in 2019.
The broker considers the yield on FY20 forecasts is reasonable but there is only limited upside from here.
Rating is downgraded to Hold from Add and the target is steady at $17.15.
AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ((AIZ)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 0/0/3
As a result of actions to cut expenditure, Air New Zealand expects its FY21 monthly cash burn to reduce a
further -NZ$50-60m, excluding any benefit from passenger revenue.
This suggests to Credit Suisse the cash burn reduces to -NZ$100m per month. A labour reduction of -30% has
been confirmed.
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The broker downgrades to Underperform from Neutral, forecasting material losses in both FY20 and
FY21. Target is reduced to NZ$0.84 from NZ$0.95.
BEACH ENERGY LIMITED ((BPT)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie and Downgrade to
Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Beach Energy shares are up 19% over the last week and Macquarie reviews the outlook for growth in
expenditure, assessing there is more upside elsewhere in the sector.
The business retains solid fundamentals but the broker assesses prior cash flow outlook is at risk because of the
downturn in oil and delays to projects. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform. Target is reduced by
-5.8% to $1.60.
Morgans notes Beach Energy has outperformed the energy index over the last 30 days and beat the broker’s
target of $1.66. However, volatility will persist, cautions the broker, with the market trying to find a balance.
Beach Energy has a number of high return brownfield projects along with greenfield options in the long run,
reminds Morgans. The broker also expects the company to re-contract an offshore rig in the Otway basin in
early FY21.
The share’s strong price performance coupled with a volatile market prompts a downgrade by the broker to
Hold from Add with a target price of $1.66.
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED ((CCL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 2/5/0
Coca-Cola Amatil has noted Australian grocery volumes were down -10% in April as consumers appeared to be
disinclined to replicate restaurant consumption at home.
New Zealand was strong, despite more stringent restrictions on movement. Indonesia remains weak with a
negative impact from social distancing that affected Ramadan consumption.
Volumes are improving as Australia's restrictions ease, although Macquarie notes profitability remains
challenged.
The broker remains concerned that some consumption habits may have structurally changed, downgrading to
Neutral from Outperform and lowering the target to $9.30 from $10.00.
CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LTD ((CCX)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 2/1/0
The company's trading update has revealed online growth has accelerated. The impact of the pandemic on
sales has been slight but is offset by the news that gross margins are lower.
The stock has rallied substantially from the March lows and the business remains well-positioned but, at the
prevailing share price, Citi assesses good sales and margin results from Avenue are necessary.
There is no margin of safety, hence the broker downgrades to Neutral from Buy. Target is raised to $2.85 from
$2.50.
CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED ((CTD)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit
Suisse .B/H/S: 3/3/0
At present, Credit Suisse believes the share price is reflecting the FY19 earnings base, which will take some
time to achieve. Nevertheless, the broker assesses a capital raising will not be required.
As conditions improve in the northern hemisphere and restrictions reduce, Credit Suisse would become more
confident as the opportunity remains robust. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform. Target is $12.
DOWNER EDI LIMITED ((DOW)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 2/3/0
Citi downgrades to Neutral and adds a High Risk to its rating, given the earnings uncertainty and the resulting
implications for the balance sheet. The broker cannot rule out the need for new equity, given the uncertainty.
Moreover, productivity impacts from social distancing and supply chain dislocations may put pressure on
margins.
Citi remains unconvinced transport will experience a significant increase in projects from government stimulus,
given the approvals process, access to skilled labour and raw materials. Target is reduced to $4.90 from $8.70.
NEW HOPE CORPORATION LIMITED ((NHC)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S:
1/2/1
Higher sales volumes were able to largely offset the impact of the weather and the ramp down of Acland in the
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Higher sales volumes were able to largely offset the impact of the weather and the ramp down of Acland in the
latest quarter. Credit Suisse assesses the investment case is tough although acknowledges conditions and the
market can change quickly.
Still, until some risk dissipates or there is a recovery in the coal price, the broker believes it likely New Hope
will remain under pressure.
Bengalla is a quality asset but Credit Suisse finds it hard to devise a compelling case for jumping into the
stock. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform. Target is reduced to $1.50 from $2.00.
WEBJET LIMITED ((WEB)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 2/3/0
Credit Suisse eventually expects upside to the FY19 earnings base, primarily driven by the B2B division.
However, with this division exposed to onerous travel restrictions in the northern hemisphere, the broker
tempers expectations and will look to get upbeat again once intra-regional leisure travel improves.
Meanwhile, the B2C division, which is two thirds domestic travel, is looking increasingly attractive with the
opening up of Australia, and potentially New Zealand. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform.
Target is $4.50.
WESTERN AREAS NL ((WSA)) Downgrade to Accumulate from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 5/2/0
Western Areas will acquire up to 19.9% of Panoramic Resources ((PAN)). Panoramic will use proceeds to repay
all debt and re-start the Savannah nickel mine. Western Areas will fund the investment from cash.
In time, Ord Minnett suspects this should turn out to be an astute investment. In view of the recent strength in
the share price, the broker downgrades to Accumulate from Buy. Target is $2.20.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes

Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
ACCENT GROUP LIMITED
2
AUSNET SERVICES
3
BENDIGO AND ADELAIDE BANK LIMITED
4
BLACKMORES LIMITED
5
BRICKWORKS LIMITED
6
CENTURIA OFFICE REIT

New Rating
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Buy

Old Rating
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Neutral

Broker
Morgans
Ord Minnett
Credit Suisse
Macquarie
Macquarie
Credit Suisse
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7
CSL LIMITED
8
FINEOS CORPORATION HOLDINGS PLC
9
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED
10
METCASH LIMITED
11
MONADELPHOUS GROUP LIMITED
12
MOTORCYCLE HOLDINGS LIMITED
13
NATIONAL TYRE & WHEEL LIMITED
14
NAVIGATOR GLOBAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
15
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED
16
SMARTGROUP CORPORATION LTD
17
TPG TELECOM LIMITED
18
VOCUS GROUP LIMITED
Downgrade
19
AGL ENERGY LIMITED
20
AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
21
BEACH ENERGY LIMITED
22
BEACH ENERGY LIMITED
23
CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LTD
24
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED
25
CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
26
DOWNER EDI LIMITED
27
NEW HOPE CORPORATION LIMITED
28
WEBJET LIMITED
29
WESTERN AREAS NL

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Citi
Ord Minnett
Credit Suisse
UBS
Citi
Morgans
Morgans
Macquarie
UBS
Morgans
Morgans
Ord Minnett

Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy

Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Morgans
Credit Suisse
Morgans
Macquarie
Citi
Macquarie
Credit Suisse
Citi
Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse
Ord Minnett

Recommendation
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED
2
AX1 ACCENT GROUP LIMITED
3
COF CENTURIA OFFICE REIT
4
MND MONADELPHOUS GROUP LIMITED
5
SIQ
SMARTGROUP CORPORATION LTD
6
TPM TPG TELECOM LIMITED
7
URW UNIBAIL-RODAMCO-WESTFIELD
8
VOC VOCUS GROUP LIMITED
9
BKL BLACKMORES LIMITED
10
NCM NEWCREST MINING LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
67.0%
67.0%
100.0%
30.0%
60.0%
30.0%
-33.0%
33.0%
-17.0%
29.0%

Rating Change Recs
33.0%
34.0% 3
33.0%
34.0% 3
67.0%
33.0% 3
10.0%
20.0% 5
40.0%
20.0% 5
10.0%
20.0% 5
-50.0%
17.0% 3
17.0%
16.0% 6
-33.0%
16.0% 6
14.0%
15.0% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
ARF ARENA REIT
2
AIZ
AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
3
BPT BEACH ENERGY LIMITED
4
CCX CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LTD
5
WEB WEBJET LIMITED
6
DOW DOWNER EDI LIMITED
7
TAH TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
8
CTD CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
9
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA
10
AGL AGL ENERGY LIMITED

New RatingPrevious Rating Change Recs
33.0%
67.0%
-34.0% 3
-100.0%
-67.0%
-33.0% 3
42.0%
75.0%
-33.0% 6
67.0%
100.0%
-33.0% 3
40.0%
60.0%
-20.0% 5
40.0%
60.0%
-20.0% 5
7.0%
25.0%
-18.0% 7
42.0%
58.0%
-16.0% 6
25.0%
40.0%
-15.0% 4
-43.0%
-29.0%
-14.0% 7

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
AX1 ACCENT GROUP LIMITED
2
BKL BLACKMORES LIMITED
3
ARF ARENA REIT

New TargetPrevious
1.663
72.467
2.347

Target Change Recs
1.393
19.38% 3
67.467
7.41% 6
2.213
6.06% 3
30

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CCX
ALX
NCM
BKW
TPM
IAG
SIQ

CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LTD
ATLAS ARTERIA
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED
BRICKWORKS LIMITED
TPG TELECOM LIMITED
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED
SMARTGROUP CORPORATION LTD

2.763
6.710
30.787
14.687
8.168
6.329
6.902

2.625
6.408
29.787
14.337
8.014
6.229
6.828

5.26%
4.71%
3.36%
2.44%
1.92%
1.61%
1.08%

3
4
7
3
5
7
5

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
DOW DOWNER EDI LIMITED
2
MND MONADELPHOUS GROUP LIMITED
3
COF CENTURIA OFFICE REIT
4
VOC VOCUS GROUP LIMITED
5
TAH TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
6
AGL AGL ENERGY LIMITED
7
BPT BEACH ENERGY LIMITED

New TargetPrevious
4.784
11.772
2.330
3.600
3.117
17.376
1.687

Target Change Recs
6.044
-20.85% 5
13.082
-10.01% 5
2.580
-9.69% 3
3.688
-2.39% 6
3.170
-1.67% 7
17.576
-1.14% 7
1.703
-0.94% 6

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
SXY SENEX ENERGY LIMITED
2
CCX CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LTD
3
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA
4
AX1 ACCENT GROUP LIMITED
5
ARF ARENA REIT
6
SIQ
SMARTGROUP CORPORATION LTD
7
SDF STEADFAST GROUP LIMITED
8
CTD CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
9
ANN ANSELL LIMITED
10
CGC COSTA GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
0.217
0.133
63.16% 6
8.133
6.800
19.60% 3
19.200
16.160
18.81% 4
8.433
7.100
18.77% 3
14.200
12.800
10.94% 3
43.440
41.640
4.32% 5
15.400
15.100
1.99% 4
36.227
35.607
1.74% 6
171.081
168.532
1.51% 7
12.720
12.540
1.44% 5

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
QBE QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED
2
ALL ARISTOCRAT LEISURE LIMITED
3
MND MONADELPHOUS GROUP LIMITED
4
AIZ
AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
5
DOW DOWNER EDI LIMITED
6
ALQ ALS LIMITED
7
STO SANTOS LIMITED
8
CRN CORONADO GLOBAL RESOURCES
9
WTC WISETECH GLOBAL LIMITED
10
WOR WORLEY LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
-20.681
-0.913 -2165.17% 7
67.661
106.229
-36.31% 7
41.170
52.230
-21.18% 5
-12.760
-10.608
-20.29% 3
28.290
35.390
-20.06% 5
31.143
38.780
-19.69% 6
20.358
23.480
-13.30% 6
7.379
8.331
-11.43% 3
20.700
23.300
-11.16% 3
81.010
88.510
-8.47% 6

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: No Sign Yet Of Utilities
Activity in uranium markets slipped back to more normal levels in May as utilities remain reluctant to commit.
-US uranium purchases up 20% in 2019
-Purchases from non-allies exceeded those from allies
-Utilities still expected to come to the market this year
By Greg Peel
A recent US Department of Energy report into the US uranium market, which at 28% of demand is the world’s
largest, continued to point to nuclear energy remaining a fundamental source of baseload power at 20% of
electricity production, Canaccord Genuity notes. While the virus has had an impact, capacity is steady at 93%.
Total US purchases of uranium were up 20% year on year in 2019, 90% of which came from offshore. Purchases
from Russia (15%) remain below the 20% cap enforced by the Russian Suspension Agreement in 1992, which is
due to expire this year, but President Trump’s Nuclear Fuel Working Group has recommended this be extended.
While Canada remained the top supplier to the US in 2019, the combined purchases of uranium from
Russia/Kazakhstan/Uzbekistan exceeded those from Canada/Australia/US for the first time, Canaccord
reports, and this may be exceeded further in 2020 given shutdowns at Canada’s Cameco operations.
Deliveries of uranium on a spot basis were 22% in 2019, the highest proportion since 2014, indicating,
Canaccord suggests, long term supply contracts signed in the wake of Fukushima (2011-15) are beginning to
expire. Of those spot purchases, 40% were made not by utilities but by US traders, pushing up monthly volumes
to the highest level in two years – a trend that has accelerated in 2020.
This suggests traders are anticipating utilities will need to come to the market more aggressively very soon – a
view supported by industry consultant TradeTech. US utility inventories dropped by -3% in 2019, the DoE report
notes, to less than three years coverage. With the virus providing greater supply uncertainty, Canaccord
expects utilities will become more active in the term market over 2020.
Among the five uranium mining stocks recommended as Speculative Buys by Canaccord, three are Canadian and
two are Australian, being Boss Resources ((BOE)) and Vimy Resources ((VMY)).
Still Waiting
If utilities are to become more active, they haven’t just yet. TradeTech's mid-term uranium price indicator fell
slightly last month due to the drop in activity and less demand for material in the mid-term window. Buyers
remain focused on the virus and trade issues and showed little interest in locking in material in May for
mid-term delivery, TradeTech reports.
Continuing to weigh on end-user demand are the virus, and the aforementioned pending expiry of the Russian
Suspension Agreement, for which an extension decision is yet to be formally made. And just to add to the
uncertainty, last week the Trump Administration announced it will terminate three sanction waivers related to
Iran's nuclear program.
Waivers to be terminated include those that cover the conversion of Iran's Arak Heavy Water Research Reactor,
the provision of enriched uranium for the Tehran Research Reactor, and the transfer of spent or scrap reactor
fuel abroad.
Trump tore up President Obama’s prior nuclear deal with Iran early in his administration, and relations haven’t
exactly improved in the meantime. However, he was persuaded to provide certain waivers to sanctions placed
on countries assisting Iran with regard non-military nuclear pursuits. The thinking was that having foreign eyes
inside these operations was more valuable than raising Tehran’s ire further – seen by most as a sensible move,
but for a group of aggressive Republicans.
It appears those Republicans have won the argument. One of the countries currently assisting Iran is Russia.
While the waivers come with a 60-day wind-down period, were Russia to defy US sanctions then further
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While the waivers come with a 60-day wind-down period, were Russia to defy US sanctions then further
sanctions would likely be imposed on Russia, which might include the banning of uranium imports.
All of the above adds up to uncertainty, and thus reluctance from utilities to commit to term uranium delivery
contracts. TradeTech’s monthly mid-term price indicator has fallen to US$37.25/lb from $37.50/lb in April.
The consultant’s long-term price indicator remains at US$39.00/lb.
Caution Required
Uranium traders barrelled into the uranium spot market in the months of March and April in the hope that
curtailed production would meet increased utility demand. As they are still waiting, activity subsided over May
with volumes returning to more normal levels.
TradeTech reports 45 spot transactions were concluded in the month totalling 5.1mlbs U3O8 equivalent, down
from 9.2mlbs in April. TradeTech’s spot price indicator still rose US10c to end-May from end-April to
US$33.85/lb, but that price was down -US40c from the prior week.

Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Short Report - 04 Jun 2020
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Week ending May 28, 2020
Last week saw the ASX200 kick on with its reopening rally, aided by strength on Wall Street. As I write the
index has broken through 6000.
There is a fair amount of green and red on the table below, but mostly red, confirming that April’s
short-covering scramble had by end-May shifted back towards short position increases. It suggests a contrarian
play against rising (possibly over-) exuberance. The total number of 5%-plus shorted stocks has slightly risen.
That said, the 10%-plus club has now reduced to a mere three (not counting Speedcast, in administration) with
the exit of lithium miner Orocobre ((ORE)), previously a long term, top-of-the-table incumbent (albeit to 9.9%).
Only two stocks moved by one percentage point or more, one being Webjet ((WEB)), to 9.4% from 6.3%. Both
Webjet and Flight Centre ((FLT)) had been early shorter favourites before each raising new capital, but both
are moving their way back up once more.
In contrast, Corporate Travel Management ((CTD)) is slipping down the list, suggesting a possible pairs trade
(long-short).
In another juxtaposition, JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)) is slipping down while Harvey Norman ((HVN)) is on the rise again.
The other stock to move by a percentage point was Zip Co ((Z1P)), to 7.0% from 8.0%. Zip has since rallied
77%, having completed a full takeover of US peer QuadPay. Watch this space.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
MYR 13.8
GXY 12.2
SUL 11.1
Out: ORE
9.0-9.9
ORE, WEB, PLS, CUV, NEA
In: ORE, WEB, NEA

Out: JBH

8.0-8.9%
ING, JBH, SEK, BEN
In: JBH, BEN

Out: NEA, BOQ, Z1P

7.0-7.9%
PPT, BOQ, CGF, HVN, MTS, Z1P
In: BOQ, Z1P, CGF, HVN

Out: BEN, CTD, PGH

6.0-6.9%
PGH, NCZ, FLT, LYC, SGM, CTD, AWC, MYX
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In: PGH, CTD, FLT, LYC, AWC

Out: WEB, CGF, HVN

5.0-5.9%
CLH, NEC, AMA, BIN, JIN, WOR, GWA, BUB, CLQ, SYR, AMP
In: AMA, BIN, JIN

Out: AWC, LYC, FLT, PNV

Movers & Shakers
Movers & Shakers will return when things settle down.
Summary:
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
AMC

1.9

1.7

NCM

0.4

0.7

ANZ

0.7

0.6

RIO

2.3

2.4

BHP

4.6

4.7

SCG

0.7

0.6

BXB

0.3

0.4

SUN

1.0

0.8

CBA

0.5

0.6

TCL

0.7

0.8

CSL

0.3

0.2

TLS

0.3

0.3

GMG

0.9

0.9

WBC

0.9

0.7

IAG

0.7

0.6

WES

0.6

0.7

MQG

0.4

0.5

WOW

0.4

0.4

NAB

0.7

0.7

WPL

1.3

1.3

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
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discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Wrap: Financials, Consumer & Waste
Financials; automotive; consumer stocks; retail rents; and waste management.
-Shape of the economic recovery will dictate the outlook for bank shares
-ARB could benefit from new vehicle demand in the US
-Higher volumes in discretionary expenditure than previously anticipated
-Morgan Stanley suggests -15% reductions in retail rents could be a "fair compromise"
By Eva Brocklehurst
Financials
The relaxation of restrictions on movement is an important first step in the recovery of bank share prices but
for Shaw and Partners the more significant issue is how quickly the economy recovers. The indicators of change
are GDP, unemployment rates and real estate prices.
Bell Potter notes the pandemic has presented higher credit impairment charges that have also forced banks to
either defer or materially lower dividends. Nevertheless, underlying performances continue to be sound and
balance sheets are stronger than ever before.
Impairment charges are projected to increase to $29bn over the next three years for the major banks which
compares to the equivalent figure in the GFC of $27bn. The broker assesses some writing back of provisions is
inevitable once the pandemic is over, with post-GFC data indicating write-back rates of at least 15-20% for the
majors.
While all the major banks have similarities in escalating bad debts, low income growth and rising
costs-to-income ratios as well as stretched capital positions, some are worse than others, Shaw asserts.
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ANZ Bank ((ANZ)) has the greatest exposure to retail and wholesale trade, accommodation, hospitality and
unsecured consumer lending. Westpac ((WBC)) has reported the greatest income decline over the past two
years for continuing operations, stemming from its insurance and funds management businesses.
Shaw considers Commonwealth Bank ((CBA)) and National Australia Bank ((NAB)) are the best picks among
the majors, assessing the latter is not the "mistake-ridden enterprise" it was for much of the past 20 years.
Meanwhile, Macquarie Group's ((MQG)) fortunes rely on markets improving. Hence, a recovery in bank share
prices should outpace that of Macquarie Group over the next few years, although the next few months are less
problematic for this more diversified financial institution.
Bell Potter believes it prudent to stick with quality stocks that are resilient and capable of seeking out
opportunities in a crisis, so Macquarie Group is its top-rated financial. The business model is built upon
annuity-style and market-facing activities while being efficient with capital and flexible. As for the majors,
the broker does not believe investor should go past Commonwealth Bank, given its earnings quality and
consistency.
Automotive
Citi has surveyed US automotive demand, with the results indicating increased expectations of vehicle
ownership as an outcome of the pandemic crisis. The broker believes ARB Corp ((ARB)) could benefit from the
potential increase in demand for new vehicles, as US exports and original equipment manufacturers accounted
for around 14% of its FY19 sales.
Consumers are also planning to buy more vehicles in those US states that have higher penetration of pick-up
trucks. This is a positive, given ARB's US partnership with Ford.
Whilst Bapcor ((BAP)) and GUD Holdings ((GUD)) do not have significant exposure to new car sales, an increase
in used car sales could also be of benefit as these are typically serviced at independent workshops that are
Bapcor customers or likely consume GUD parts.
The broker prefers the latter two stocks to ARB in the current environment in terms of valuation. Moreover,
consumers are holding onto existing vehicles longer and ARB is more exposed to new car sales.
Consumer Stocks
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Macquarie now has a more positive outlook for discretionary expenditure after visiting Harvey Norman ((HVN))
and Nick Scali ((NCK)) stores. Almost all categories in consumer electronics and home appliances are growing,
with margins the best they've been for a long time.
The broker had originally expected additional costs from the pandemic would outweigh the reduction in
promotional activity but volumes are high enough to be compensatory. Macquarie also concedes it
underestimated the large positive affect JobKeeper and early superannuation access would have on
discretionary expenditure.
The broker upgrades JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)) to Outperform, envisaging potential for a surprise to the upside at the
FY20 results. The broker also lifts estimates for Woolworths ((WOW)) on the back of easing restrictions for
licensed venues and an improved discretionary outlook.
UBS acknowledges consumers appear to have returned in greater numbers than previously anticipated, with
channel checks suggesting double-digit revenue growth in household goods and leisure. Apparel and footwear
have also improved and there has been modest lift in engagement with travel. Grocery remains above trend is
although has moderated for the March highs.
However, the main challenges centre on which stocks retain value as share prices respond to the data.
Specifically, which stocks are beginning to price in a V-shaped recovery, which the broker does not believe is
necessarily a fait accompli.
However, Woolworths, Harvey Norman and Treasury Wine Estates ((TWE)) appear attractive on this basis while
Kogan ((KGN)) and Domino's Pizza ((DMP)) appear expensive. While consumption forecasts are upgraded as
the labour market appears "less bad", and there is potential for government stimulus in the fourth quarter, UBS
suspects the heady retail run rate of May will not continue.
Stocks that are now trading above price targets include Super Retail ((SUL)), Wesfarmers ((WES)), Domino's
Pizza and Webjet ((WEB)), while UBS envisages growing upside risk for Adairs ((ADH)), Super Retail, Harvey
Norman, JB Hi-Fi and Wesfarmers in particular.
Retail Rents
In terms of retailer rent negotiations, Morgan Stanley has a base case for reductions of -15% in FY20 versus
FY19. This could be a fair compromise in the broker's view, given some retailers are pushing for sales-based
rent deals.
The broker also points out there is a risk that if retailers have unrealistic rental expectations, landlords might
be encouraged to look at alternative uses such as residential re-zoning.
While unlikely at this stage, Morgan Stanley believes the latter possibility will add balance to the negotiations
with tenants. The broker envisages most upside potential in earnings for The Reject Shop ((TRS)), Premier
Investments ((PMV)) and Accent ((AX1)).
Waste Management
Citi believes concerns regarding market share “wars” in the waste management sector are overplayed and
underestimate the scope for cost controls that match lower volumes. The broker lowers revenue growth
forecasts for both Bingo Industries ((BIN)) and Cleanaway Waste ((CWY)) in FY20-21 as the recovery from the
pandemic restrictions gets underway.
However, consensus estimates of risks in FY21-22 are too pessimistic, in the broker's view, and Bingo is
upgraded to Buy/High Risk while a Buy rating is retained for Cleanaway.
Cost controls and synergies will provide a buffer for earnings margins in the face of slower revenue growth,
and the bulk of margin compression is expected to be borne in the second half of FY20 and first half of FY21.
Long-term operating earnings (EBITDA) margins are expected to remain intact at 30% for Bingo Industries and
26% for Cleanaway Waste.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Experience Co Readies To Jump Again
Experience Co is seeking ways to capitalise more on the re-opening of the domestic tourism market, while
remaining confident it can emerge from the crisis without further need for funding.
-Recovery expected with the opening up of state borders
-Heavily reliant on international tourism
-Opportunities may be forthcoming amid lower asset prices
By Eva Brocklehurst
Amid the tales of woe in the tourism sector Experience Co ((EXP)) has highlighted its ability to emerge from
the crisis intact. Still, a material decline in earnings is expected compared with pre-pandemic levels and the
recovery will be slow.
The company is exploring ways to capitalise on domestic tourism as New Zealand and Australia gradually
re-open, and skydiving operations have recommenced in New Zealand, with the Queenstown drop zone open
for business.
There are also 3-4 Australian-based drop zones ready to resume business in June. Experiences in Far North
Queensland will be activated once volumes can support break-even earnings.

The share price has jumped from its March lows of $0.034 and the company retains $10m in cash and undrawn
debt facility of $15m as of April 30. Facility waiver agreements are in place for the June 30, 2020 year end and
asset finance lease instalments have been deferred until September 30.
Ord Minnett considers it likely the waivers will be extended. Given the current cash flow profile there appears
to be no need for capital and the broker has retained a Buy rating and $0.21 target. Wilsons also assesses that
Experience Co has at least two years of cash that should carry it through the current trading conditions.
The business is historically reliant on inbound visitors for 90% of the jumps in New Zealand and 60% in Australia
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The business is historically reliant on inbound visitors for 90% of the jumps in New Zealand and 60% in Australia
and Ord Minnett includes revised estimates based on the opening up of domestic travel over the next six
months and international travel by April/May 2021.
Canaccord Genuity had assumed a six-month complete shutdown of operations back in March but considers the
rebound in the share price from its March lows, coinciding with a recovery in market sentiment, is a logical
move, allowing for more upbeat assumptions when considering the asset backing of aircraft, vessels and
personal protective equipment.
Still, the broker highlights the heavy reliance on international tourism and uncertainty regarding whether that
will be replaced by domestic adventurers. The recovery profile should become clearer as the December 2020
and March 2021 quarters will be, as is typical, the periods for strongest demand.
Skydiving and Great Barrier Reef excursions should be sought after and Canaccord Genuity retains a Buy rating
and $0.18 target, expecting a full recovery in earnings by FY23.
Wilsons is more inclined to wait for signs of stability in both domestic and global tourism and retains a Market
Weight rating and $0.16 target. The broker expects operating earnings (EBITDA) will decline -53.8% in FY20, to
$7.1m, and by -95.8% in FY21, to $1m. A marginal profit for skydiving and a small loss for adventure
experiences is expected in the second half of FY20.
While the divestment of some non-core assets has been delayed because the pandemic, Wilsons believes this
also offers some opportunities, in that Experience Co may want to take advantage of lower asset prices in
areas where it would like to gain exposure.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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Freedom Foods Positions For Recovery
The strong market position of the Freedom Foods brands should underpin the business going forward despite
the short-term hit to profitability caused by the pandemic.
-Some stronger demand is starting to emerge as restrictions are eased
-High-margin channels, such as cream, severely hampered by pandemic
-Re-vamping of operations being fast tracked
By Eva Brocklehurst
The latest trading update from Freedom Foods ((FNP)) disappointed brokers, although understandably most of
the concerns remain out of the company's control. Nevertheless, demand is starting to grow and strategies
remain intact, such as improved facility utilisation and a focus on higher-margin nutritional sales.
The main risk stems from whether the recovery in demand turns out to be weaker than expected because
consumers work from home longer, or there is a second wave of the coronavirus pandemic.
Goldman Sachs expects the decision to exit obsolete units, while painful in the short term, will result in a
business with lower operating costs moving into FY21. Freedom Foods will write down around $25m in
inventory in FY20 amid the rationalisation of the lower-margin units. Capital expenditure is expected to fall
materially in FY21 as growth projects are completed.

Moreover, the fundamentals of dairy and plant-based beverages are largely unchanged and demand is in line
with expectations. Goldman Sachs believes the nutritionals division is still on track to deliver returns of more
than 40%.
Profitability in the second half was severely hampered by pandemic restrictions. The high-margin out-of-home
channel has borne the brunt, with sales in April and May -75% and -50% below budget.
Additionally, dairy sales to the food service and hospitality sectors, particularly cream, were hard hit. Margins
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on cream sales are impacted by lower selling prices while there has been an oversupply and higher seasonal
milk prices. The main positive is that demand for lactoferrin is strong, reflecting the application to infant
formula .
The UHT/cereals margins were affected during the usually high-volume March period because of promotional
activity and there was export channel weakness in the third quarter. Freedom Foods has invested around
$620m in expanding its UHT capacity and establishing protein fractionation capabilities in Shepparton, with
lactoferrin the key driver.
The company aims to produce 40t of high-grade 95% pure lactoferrin in FY21 which would make it one of the
largest suppliers globally and around 80% of FY21 supply is contracted.
The impact was not unexpected but worse than UBS anticipated and second half operating earnings estimates
are reduced by -36% and FY21 by -14%. The broker anticipates delivery on FY21 expectations will be required
for the stock to re-rate and the upside in the short term may be limited.
Further afield, UBS questions whether cereals and snacks have reached maturity and doubts the segment will
be a key growth driver going forward. Still, the strong market position of Freedom Foods in the high-growth
"health" foods category, rapid development cycle for products as well as offshore opportunities should be
supportive.
Morgans expects the business will still be affected by the pandemic in the first half of FY21 because of social
distancing measures and a cautious consumer. The broker is disappointed with the update, downgrading to
Hold from Add, but recognises the reasons are out of the company's control.
Well Positioned
When markets normalise, Freedom Foods is well-positioned because of the popularity of its brands and
the potential in nutritional products. Still, the broker notes the balance sheet is stretched.
Goldman Sachs does not envisage Freedom Foods will need to raise capital in the short term despite elevated
leverage. Banking covenants have been lightened for 18 months and earnings should grow significantly in FY21.
Capital expenditure is expected to fall materially in FY21 as growth projects are completed. While operating
cash flow could be affected by provision releases taken FY20 the broker expects the performance will be much
improved.
Citi forecasts Freedom Foods will utilise around $75m of its short-term borrowing limits to meet operating cash
requirements in the second half of FY20. While gearing may be elevated there are no large expenditure
requirements in the near term and the broker calculates gearing should fall to around 4x net debt to operating
earnings in FY21 as demand ramps up.
Re-Shaping Operations
The pandemic has caused the company to fast-track the re-shaping of operations. FY20 capital expenditure is
now expected to be $120-130m, driven by the early delivery of fillers, early bottle line payments and the
warehousing and container capabilities at Shepparton. Warehousing and logistics will now be done internally
with material cost savings expected.
Goldman Sachs, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, has a Buy rating
and $5.75 target. The database has two Buy ratings and one Hold (Morgans). The consensus target is $4.79,
suggesting 29.2% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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SMSFundamentals: Aussie ETFs Have $100bn
In Sight
SMSFundamentals is an ongoing feature series dedicated to providing SMSF trustees with valuable news,
investment ideas and services, in line with SMSF requirements and obligations.
For an introduction and story archive please visit FNArena's SMSFundamentals section on the website.
Aussie ETFs Have $100bn In Sight
Market volatility has sparked a surge in ETF interest from investors as traditional funds managers suffer
outflows.
-Australian ETFs have grown to $56.9bn in funds under management
-Passive ETFs are preferred over actively managed alternatives
-Precious metals led the way while oil/energy and property ETFs were the laggards
-Strong trend remains towards ethical and sustainable investing
By Angelique Thakur
When global financial markets lost their bottle in March, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) emerged as investors’
instruments of choice, according to a recent study released by online robo investment advisor Stockspot, in its
6 th Annual Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) report.
The study estimates the Australian ETF market grew by 24% to $56.9bn over the year past; and by a factor of
three since 2015.
The year past saw the addition of 23 new ETF products in Australia, taking the total number of available ETFs
in Australia to 212.
Amidst high volumes in ultra-volatile March, ETF trading volumes grew to $17.8bn, thrice that of the prior
month, while actively managed funds saw material outflows during the same period.
The report highlights ETFs are now more popular than Listed Investment Companies (LICs) in Australia.
Stockspot expects total funds under management for ETFs in Australia to grow to $100bn by 2022.
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Some of the eye-catching observations from this year’s sector update include:
Passive beats active
Passive ETFs continued to hold sway over the actively managed options. This has been corroborated by active
managers underperforming across most asset classes.
Stockspot notes almost 48% of active managers could not beat their respective market indices during the March
2020 correction, putting a question mark on their claims of being able to protect investors during corrections.
iShares Global 100 ETF (underlying index - S&P Global 100, measures performance of 100 multinational
companies), a passive ETF, beat 87% of actively managed global share ETFs.
This was replicated in Australia by the Vanguard Australian Shares Index ETF (underlying index - S&P/ASX 300
Index) beating 80% of active Australian share ETFs.
Broad beats niche
Money flows showed an overwhelming preference for broad market indices. The Vanguard Australian Shares
Index ETF held onto its title of the largest ETF with net inflows amounting to a staggering $1.6bn, pushing
funds under management up by 21% to $4.2bn.
The iShares Core S&P/ASX 200 ETF (underlying index - S&P/ASX 200 Index) which tracks Australia’s largest 200
companies saw the second-highest inflows at $871m.
Worst performers for the year past were niche products (energy, property) with active managed ETFs
continuing to lag broader market ETFs.
Over the twelve months till March 31, the average passive broad Australian share market ETF returned -12.9%.
This compares with the average active Australian shares ETF losing -16.6%.
Flocking towards safe havens
Investors flocking towards safer bets was one of the key themes in the year past, according to the report.
Money flows into precious metals ETFs saw a material boost.
In terms of performance, palladium stole the show for the second year in a row, returning 90.2%. The total
return of the palladium ETF over the last five years is a mind blowing 363%.
Gold also gleamed with physical gold ETFs surging on the back of strong performance and new inflows. Total
fund under management rose to $2.3bn from $906m last year signifying gold’s importance as a strategic asset
to diversify risk, notes Stockspot.
Oil and property – the buzzkills
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Unsurprisingly, the carnage witnessed in the physical oil markets was reflected in the beating taken by oil and
energy ETFs. Betashares Crude Oil Index ETF (underlying index - S&P GSCI Crude Oil Index) lost almost -65%
year on year.
Another victim claimed by covid-19 was the property sector. Property ETFs went from being one of the best
performers, returning an average 29% in 2019, to being one of the worst this time around, returning -32%.
It can be argued, listed property highlights the pitfalls of investing in ETFs on the basis of past performance
alone.
Strong trend towards responsible investing remains
Investors are increasingly turning towards socially responsible investing. Sustainable ETFs saw an increase of
more than 73% over the year ending March 31, preferring healthcare stocks and moving away from energy
stocks.
Sustainable ETFs are by far the strongest growers, highlights the report, increasing funds by 79% per annum
over the past five years compared with 26% pa growth for other ETFs.
Australian ETFs
The Australian ETF industry continues to be dominated by three major players – Vanguard, iShares and
BetaShares – which control more than 75% of the market between them.
Australian investors are increasingly moving towards low fee ETFs with almost 50% of them preferring ETFs that
charge less than 0.25% in fees. This has led to fee wars between players with investors gaining the most,
according to Stockspot.
With a jaw dropping 1000% growth globally over the last five years, Robo advisor platforms are witnessing a
tremendous surge all across the world and Australia is no exception.
Robo advisor Stockspot suggests robo advice is by now one of the fastest growing segments in asset
management with investors drawn to it due to the ability to chalk up a portfolio effortlessly while being easy
to use and low on costs.
Finally, the world’s first ETF was created in March 1990 in Canada, which means the sector has just celebrated
its 30th anniversary.
Worldwide, some US$5.4trn is being managed through more than 7000 different ETF products. Australia, while
fast growing, only represents 0.7% of that market.
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Treasure Chest: Stimulus For Stockland?
How will the Australian federal and state government housing stimulus impact developers such as Stockland?
Morgan Stanley assesses the proposals in the offing may provide a positive impetus.
-Residential enquiries rebound, yet will this translate to sales
-Auction clearance rates suggest housing is not out of the woods
-Are lower interest rates now less significant for residential developers?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Australia's governments are looking at ways to stimulate housing, with plans afoot for a new home
buyer scheme and stamp duty reforms. What does this mean for companies like Stockland ((SGP)), which has a
substantial residential development pipeline?
The mooted changes have been designed to help the construction industry but property developers such as
Stockland are expected to benefit. Hence, Morgan Stanley takes a positive view and upgrades to Overweight
from Equal-weight, based not only on the residential potential but also a stronger view of retail, as stores
re-open faster than previously expected.
Whilst residential makes up only 40% of Stockland's earnings, the company's PE multiple has traditionally
re-rated in line with the health of the residential market. Stockland sells land lots, which translates to profits
within 6-12 months of contracts being exchanged. Morgan Stanley assumes residential settlements of 5000 lots
in FY21 and 5400 in FY22.

Macquarie notes the company's positive commentary regarding residential enquiries in the last week of April
but wonders whether this is partially attributable to pent-up demand and does not expect an immediate
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rebound in sales.
Stockland reported April defaults of 4%, better than expected, yet the broker expects an increase of around 5%
in defaults over the rest of the year. As of April, Stockland had settled 3779 lots which would require an
additional 1400 settlements in order to hit prior guidance of 5200 for FY20.
While not assessing government stimulus in particular, Citi suspects a residential downturn will still weigh on
developer earnings. The broker expects Stockland to experience materially lower development earnings
because of a combination of softer volumes, price and margins.
The broker has identified a relationship between auction clearance rates and residential volumes, with a sharp
deterioration in clearance rates in recent months sending a negative signal for volumes as well. Citi reduces
estimates for residential developers across the board by -15-20% to reflect this, as well as reduced
contributions from other segments such as retail, office and industrial.
The broker acknowledges lower interest rates are a potential tailwind, or offset to the pandemic's impact on
residential developers, but assesses the relationship between mortgage rates and house prices has weakened
in recent years. This is attributed to changes in the availability of credit.
While housing finance data has been useful has an indicator for residential volumes the recent improvements
are considered unlikely to reflect the full impact of the pandemic. That said, Citi remains of the view that
fiscal stimulus could be supportive of residential developers.
Government Plans
The federal government is reported to be considering a new home buyer scheme, providing a $25,000 grant to
any purchaser of a new building, as long as family income is less than $200,000 a year.
In terms of stamp duty reforms, NSW is potentially going to replace upfront stamp duty with an annual land
tax. Morgan Stanley calculates this stimulus is more attractive for home purchases than the existing scheme
which entails first home buyers only. Victoria is also considering the restructure of stamp duty.
Retail
Retailing is also not as bearish as Morgan Stanley anticipated. Around 85% of the company's tenants have now
re-opened and foot traffic has returned to 80-100% of normal levels. Around 40% of Stockland's earnings come
from the retail segment.
Morgan Stanley assesses the stock, based on historical discounts to the ASX 200 industrials ex banks, is
currently cheap. The recent de-rating, the broker believes, has been driven in part by the expectation
that the residential market will struggle. However the government stimulus is expected to lift earnings and
result in a PE re-rating.
In contrast, Citi retains a Sell rating on Stockland, given the sharp recent rally, and believes the stock is not
reflecting the cyclical headwinds for residential, or even the weaker outlook for retailing post the pandemic.
The broker prefers Mirvac ((MGR)), given its high-quality diversified portfolio.
FNArena's database has three Buy ratings, two Hold and one Sell (Citi) for Stockland. The consensus target is
$3.39, suggesting -8.5% downside to the last share price. The dividend yield on FY20 and FY21 consensus
forecasts is 6.5% and 6.6%, respectively.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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Rudi's View: ABC Of Equities Recovery Rally
Dear time-poor investor: if this week’s data insights don’t surprise you then I don’t know what will
In this week's Weekly Insights:
-ABC Of Equities Recovery Rally
-Banks Are Cheap, But…
-Rudi Talks
-No Weekly Insights Next Week
ABC Of Equities Recovery Rally
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
Investors are constantly plagued by questions for which there’s not always an easy and straightforward answer
available.
How much exactly is the landscape for retail landlords changing? Is the trend towards less globalisation
irreversible? What stocks and sectors are being impacted by riots in streets across the United States?
Probably the most important questions right now are, after such a strong recovery from beaten down index
levels in March, how much upside is left in the short to medium term, and what is most likely to happen next?
Recent share market updates by analysts at Citi and Barclays, based on financial data insights provided by
EPFR, will surprise most of you, but also provide some important clues.
Looking for Answers
Financial intelligence platform EPFR specialises in digging into global funds flows capturing both large
institutions and retail investors.
EPFR data, but more so the insights derived from the data, are highly sought after by market analysts and
strategists trying to decipher the global mood and latest movements.
Picture their surprise when the latest data update showed virtually nobody had been buying post the March 23
bottom in global equity markets.
Net funds flows into global equities have been on a sharp downtrend ever since the late 2018 conniptions, and
calendar 2020 has simply continued that trend. Moreover, institutional investors including hedge funds kept on
raising more cash as equities started rallying into April and May.
This raises two obvious questions:
-who has been buying in the past two months?
-what do these institutions intend to do with all that cash now equity markets have rallied so strongly?
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****
Let’s tackle the first question first, as I am sure I now have your attention.
Declining funds flows while equities are rising is not as unusual as we all tend to think. Instinctively, it doesn’t
make sense, but in practice equities can rally higher, and continue rallying higher, while more investors are
withdrawing their money from equities.
It happened during the euro-crisis of 2011/12 and extended post-crisis further into 2013. It happened again in
2018/19.
Previously, buybacks from a growing number of US companies are believed to have made up the key difference.
This time around US companies have -for obvious reasons- stopped buying in their own shares.
So who has been buying instead?
Both Citi and Barclays point the finger at the same source: short sellers closing out their positions.
While in Australia there is anecdotal evidence the sell-off into March has attracted many fresh and returning
retail investors, the EPFR data suggest no such retail participation revival has taken place in the USA.
Also, while the local ETF industry seems to have seen a boost of fresh inflows on the back of heightened market
volatility, again, EPFR data reveal both active and passive money flows have declined so far this year globally.
It seems Australia has danced to its own tune post March 23. Australian indices still underperformed US
benchmarks, and by quite the margin too.
After falling further than US share indices, the ASX200 had recovered by nearly 31% at the end of May with the
S&P500 up 36% and the Nasdaq up 38% over the same period.
Also, the underlying trend towards passive investing very much remains intact. Over the last 12 months,
investors moved -US$541bn out of active equity funds and US$327bn into passive alternatives.
The equally surprising, and important, observation from the EPFR-gathered insights is that in March investors
globally shifted their money out of bonds, at the same time as they were selling equities.
Analysts at Citi go as far as to make the point that money flowing away from bonds is the most important
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Analysts at Citi go as far as to make the point that money flowing away from bonds is the most important
narrative of March this year. Reaching a total net withdrawal of -US$445bn, outflows from bond funds in March
is labelled “unprecedented”.
Luckily, Citi analysts note, central banks managed to stop the rout, with inflows returning in April. Notably,
high yield bond funds recovered all their March outflows the next month.
EPFR data show money has kept flowing into US corporate bonds (“credit”) ever since the Federal Reserve
declared themselves buyers into that particular market segment, though investors’ enthusiasm is not
replicated in Europe or Emerging Markets (both clearly still seen as high risk).
The one positive remark to make is that, when placed in a larger context, this year’s net outflows from
equities are not super-sized. As pointed out by Citi, since February there have been -US$120bn in redemptions
whereas December 2018 alone saw redemptions amount to -US$105bn.
The added background here is that net outflows post late 2018 have only gone south ever since.
****
So, less investors are keeping their money with equities, but less traditional market participants such as the
listed corporations themselves and short sellers pulling up stumps after making stellar profits are keeping this
bull market for equities going for longer.
It’s hardly surprising this bull market for equities is constantly referred to as the most hated in history.
Not that investors who kept their money in the market, or those who have been buying freshly after March 23
will feel a need to complain.
All this does beg the question: what does it mean for the outlook of equity markets? Those short sellers that
have been buying over the past two months are now done.
But equity prices are by now a lot higher too, and average cash levels are bloated.
****
Year-to-date, the largest beneficiaries of global funds flows are US corporate credit, US government bonds and
cash and equivalents. According to the data, mutual funds in the US are sitting on their highest cash levels on
record.
In addition, note analysts at Barclays, market positioning for these mutual funds, and for many an institutional
investor across the world, is still very defensive.
The combination of both should translate into limited downside risk for equity markets, Barclays suggests.

But, but, but!
While it is easy to conclude the April-May rally in local and global equity markets, led by short sellers and
daring retail investors, will soon force the hand of cautious institutions, pushing equity markets a lot higher,
strategists at European powerhouse Amundi are not so convinced.
Amundi remains of the view that risk remains very well alive for risk assets, suggesting investors start making
small allocations to market laggards and cyclicals, but with a conservative and cautious bias overall.
The Paris-headquartered asset manager distinguishes three key areas that may well deliver the next major
disappointment for current “risk ignorant” equity markets:
-the covid-19 pandemic; markets have casually adopted the view the worst is behind us and there will not be a
second or third wave. Plus, we’ll have one of several vaccines available in the next few months;
-the economic recovery; investors are willing to price in positive scenarios on the back of huge fiscal and
monetary support measures;
-the credit cycle; on Amundi’s assessment, credit markets have priced in a first round of defaults, but not a
second follow-up for traditionally laggard assets. Plus, the battle between liquidity and solvency is as yet far
from decided. Amundi is closely monitoring US commercial real estate.
Amundi’s view is probably best described as “tell them they’re dreaming”. The advice to investors is thus not
to chase current momentum, but instead to gradually and selectively play investment themes better positioned
towards a slow road to recovery.
Other risks to consider for investors include rising tensions between China and the US, the uncertain outcome
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of the approaching US presidential election, idiosyncratic risks in emerging markets (such as Brazil) and
longer-term consequences from this year’s pandemic (many not yet quantified).

Conclusion
Amundi’s conviction call that investors should stay vigilant and cautious is being complemented by Citi’s
Panic/Euphoria indicator now warning market sentiment has moved back into a state of euphoria.
History suggests pull backs will occur next, even though the exact timing remains unknown.
Investors should note a number of technical analysts and trading systems would back up the signal provided by
Citi’s indicator.
For example, Lance Roberts from US based Real Investment Advice, reported on the weekend every single
short-term momentum indicator he watches for US shares is currently signaling overbought conditions.
But this need not spell another period of disaster and mayhem ahead.
From the start of what seemed at that time the arrival of an ugly bear market in February, I have stated the
path and duration of whatever lays ahead shall be determined by future news flow.
Over the past two months the news flow has been predominantly positive, if we dismiss the humanitarian side
of this crisis, and this has subsequently facilitated a surprisingly positive outcome for equity markets.
It is well possible that truly negative news and surprises may not announce themselves until much later, which
leaves cashed-up institutions in a rather uncomfortable position.
What to do? And when?
As shown last week when shares in major Aussie banks suddenly caught a brief tsunami of buying orders, that
cash on the sidelines is most likely attracted to momentum laggards and cheaper-priced cyclicals when it does
decide to move into risk assets.
I also note share prices for quality safe havens such as Woolworths ((WOW)), Coles ((COL)) and CSL ((CSL))
have come under pressure while gains of 50% and more could be quickly had near the bottom of the domestic
market.
It’ll be interesting to watch how, when and how many times market momentum switches between prior
performers (Tech & Growth + Quality) and the value side of the share market.
Overall, one senses that with so much cash on the side, buying into dips might well have become the standard
approach for many an institutional investor. This, by definition, limits the downside risk, at least for the time
being.
For investors who hold many of the quality and growth stocks in portfolio, the key danger is that a sudden
improvement in the economic outlook can spark a fierce return of money flowing into banks, resources stocks
and other cyclicals similar to the switch that characterised the final quarter of 2016.
The threat for such a sharp transition in market momentum is further exacerbated by the historically
wider-than-usual gap between Winners and Laggards.
Some level of catch-up seems but logical, if not necessary. Last week’s universal rally in banks, and the
persistent lack of buyers’ interest in stocks I mentioned, are likely part of this process.
Meanwhile, share markets will continue asking questions of investors, including what risks are you most afraid
of, and which stocks are best suited for your portfolio and strategy?
Depending on one’s personal objectives, horizon and investment strategy, the answers given in response to
such questions might look a lot different between market participants.
Banks Are Cheap, But…
Are Australian banks worth chasing?
The question looks a lot different today than at the beginning of last week when share prices for major banks
started flying by double digit percentages.
Analysts at Macquarie have been surprised by how quickly and fiercely the upward correction in beaten down
bank share prices came out of nowhere.
They are also of the view that bank share prices remain “cheap” on a relative basis vis-à-vis the broader
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market to the tune of 10-20%.
But they would not chase further market momentum from here onwards. The prime reason is that Macquarie
sector analysts can see plenty of reasons as to why banks will, and likely should, remain at a sizeable relative
undervaluation.
Think low or even negative interest rates and bond yields. Add elevated impairment charges and higher costs
still in the aftermath of the Royal Commission.
Macquarie argues a quick V-shaped economic recovery would likely not be to the banks’ benefit as they’d find
themselves fighting off increased competition.
For updated price targets: see Stock Analysis on the website.
Rudi Talks
I have been scheduled in for appearances on Spotee with Elio D’Amato on TickerTV on:
-Wednesday June 17, 12.30pm
-Wednesday July 15, 12pm
Plus I continue making weekly appearances on The Call with David Koch, on AusbizTV, every Thursday,
noon-1pm; and a brief call-in around 11am every Friday.
No Weekly Insights Next Week
Australia celebrates the Queen's birthday next week Monday and Weekly Insights will skip the week and return
the week after.
(This story was written on Monday 1st June, 2020. It was published on the day in the form of an email to
paying subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association
FNArena's – see disclaimer on the website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is
more than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this:
info@fnarena.com or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for an
ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles the
main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels. Your
chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $440 (incl GST) for twelve months or $245 for six and can be purchased here (depending on
your status, a subscription to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/sign-up/
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time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.
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periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
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